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ABSTRACT

Large scale free jet and jet impingement
tests with hot water and steam were performed
at the Marviken test facility, Sweden in the
JIT project 1980-1981. Similar tests, but
with smaller scale equipment, were performed
in Canada, Italy and Japan. Results from
these tests were made available to the JIT
project as in-kind contributions. The present
report summarizes an evaluation effort over
these large and small scale tests, as well as
some additional small scale tests. A prelimi-
nary assessment of some computer code models
and other theoretical models or correlations
is also included.
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Part 1 of the report contains text and tables,
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NOMENCLATURE

A

B

F

f

g

h

k

L

noz

pipe
m

P

r

R

S

T

t

u

v

V

G
X

a

cross-sectional area

diameter

force

Darcy's friction factor

grav- tation constant

specific enthalpy

specific heat ratio

distance from nozzle exit in axial
direction

nozzle length

discharge pipe length

mass

pressure

radial distance or direction

target radius

entropy

temperature

time

velocity

specific volume

volume

specific mass flow rate (kg/m2«s)

quality

void fraction

jet expansion half angle

density

SUPERSCRIPTS

*
L*

D*
R*

A*

P*
0 or stag

= normalized

" L/Dnom o r L/Deff

" D/DNom
= R/DNom

= A/Ae
a (P - P. )/(Po •

= stagnation proi
' Poo)

?erti
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crit

e

or exit

eff

f

fg

9

j

max

N or Nom

noz

pipe

s or stat

T

te

t or tot

» or amb

= critical flow

= exit

= effective

= liquid

= vaporization

= vapor

= jet

= maximum

= nominal

= nozzle

= discharge pipe

= static

= target

= target center

= total

= ambient
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1. MMARY

The behaviour of large steam or hot water critical

flow jets is of great interest for the safety

analysis for nuclear power plant design.

Around 1980 a number of small and large scale

jet tests were performed in c lada, Italy, Japan

and Sweden. The test results contain data on

free jet behaviour as well as data for jet

impingement on various types of targets (flat

plates, pipes, cavities). The present report

summarizes the results obtained in a comprehen-

sive evaluation project, JITEV (Jet Impingement

Tests Evaluation), of these tests.

A large part of the JITEV project was the crea-

tion of a data base, by collecting information

from the various tests and transferring these

data to a consistent dimensionless form. A number

of "catalogs" were created for this purpose, con-

taining radial and axial pressure and temperature

profiles, together with relevant data for boundary

conditions (stagnation conditions, nozzle condi-

tions , ambient conditions).

Comparisons were then made between data obtained

in different tests as well as between data and

model predictions.

Major results of the project are:

Expressed in dimensionless form (i.e.
scaled by nozzle diameter) the results
from different tests agree fairly well.
The occasional differences encountered
could in most cases be explained by
reference to differences in test condi-
tions. Only for the very smallest scale
tests (JF1, nozzle diameter = 5 nun) and
for subcooled stagnation conditions,
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scale effects other than linear depen-
dence on nozzle diameter could possibly
be detected.

The simple Moody theory, often used for
licensing purposes, is appropriate for
some applications (in particular thrust
forces on large flat far-away targets),
while inappropriate for others (jet exten-
sions, radial pressure profiles, targets
close to the nozzle).

Computer code models developed by EPRI,
Sandia and Ontario Hydro were studied.
The EPRI model (JET2) showed promising
results, although there are still some
numerical problems to be resolved.

Diagrams containing normalized results
from both large-scale and small scale
tests with similar stagnation conditions
were compiled in a systematic form.
These diagrams show i.e. radial or axial
pressure profiles (both for free jet and
jet impingement tests), thrust coef-
ficients versus discharge pipe length or
versus target distance, and cross-sec-
tional jet extension (diameter) versus
downstream distance.

The available test results cover most
parameter variations for jet behaviour.
Additional data are primarily needed
for very short and very far downstream
distances from the nozzle. Also for the
subcooled flow regime additional data
at various subcoolings would compliment
the current data set.

A more detailed summary of the results, together

with some recommendations, is given in Chapter 14

of this report.
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2. INTRODUCTION

The present, chapter summarizes the background

(Section 2.1) and objective (Section 2.2) of the

JITEV project. Definitions are given for the

dimensionless quantities used in subsequent

chapters (Section 2.3). The section in Chapter 3

(Section 3.2) that discusses the Moody theory

for jet behaviour, is also useful as an intro-

duction. Finally (section 2.4), the standard no-

menclature and abbreviations used are discussed.

2.1 Background

The behaviour of large two-phase, critical flow

jets as they exhaust beyond the choking plane is

of interest in nuclear power plant design and

safety analyses. To prevent the jet resulting

from a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) from

becoming destructive to surrounding equipment,

special design features are included to protect

against:

jet impingement on surfaces, compontents,
supports, instrumentation, cables etc,
and

pipe whip due to the reaction forces
from the jet acting on the pipe, and

erosion on surrounding surfaces and
equipment.

Various features such as structural supports,

restraints, and isolation barriers are analyzed

based on conservative predictions of the jet

loads.

In recent years, a need for more extensive

experimental information about two-phase jet

behaviour led to the performance of a number of

small scale jet impingement experiments at
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different places throughout the world. In the

beginning of 1980 a group of organizations from

different countries agreed to jointly undertaken

a comprehensive program aimed at increasing

their knowledge about jet behaviour. This program

provided all participants with information from

<T;..:ferent small scale jet behaviour experiments

and other related projects performed by the

participants (in-kind contributions). To quantify

the actual loads from large scale jets, and to

provide a basis for scaling data from laboratory

experiments, the group jointly performed a

complementary series of large scale tests in the

Marviken testing facility.

2.2 The JITEV project

The full scale Jet Impingement Test (JIT) program

at Marviken was completed in 1982. In-depth

analysis of these data, along with data from

other sources, were left to the participants.

The JITEV project was initiatiated by Studsvik

and the Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate in

late 1982 to analyze the JIT data, as well as

available data from the small scale tests.

Phase 1 of the project was completed in early

1984 and phase 2 is completed by the publication

of the present report. An administrative summary

of the JITEV project is given in Appendix A.

Technically the project was subdivided into

essentially five subtasks:

Parametric analysis of the JIT data

Analysis of data from small scale tests
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Determination of effects related to the
scale of the tests

Comparisons data - models

Development of models or correlations

Results from the last two of these tasks are

presented in Chapter 3, results from the first

two tasks in Chapters 4 through 12 and results

concerning scale effects in Chapter 13. Some

final conclusions are given in Chapter 14.

2.3 Selection of dimensionless parameters

Dimensionless parameters were selected and used

to characterize distances, pressures and forces.

2.3.1 Normalized distances

The positions in the jet were normalized by use

of the nozzle exit diameter. Normally the axial

and radial distances were divided by the nominal

nozzle diameter. Some free jet axial distances,

however, were normalized by dividing by the

"effective diameter". The effective diameter

accounts for the presence of a central probe in

some tests, and was defined as the diameter of

a circular nozzle with the same exit area as the

actual configuration. Thus:

Deff = DNora " Dprobe

Parameters normalized in this way are denoted by

a star:

L* = L/D

L* =

r* = r/D

(downstream distance)

(target distance)

(radial position)
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Utilization of normalized distances for all

axial and radial profiles made it possible to

compare profiles with many different nozzle

inlet conditions. Further, axial and radial

slopes could be compared directly so as to

observe the rate of dissipation of the overpres

sure in each direction.

For dimensionless pressure, the following term

(also used in the JIT project) was selected:

P* = (P - PÄ)/(PO - P»)

where p* = normalized pressure

p = measured static, total or target
pressure at a given location in the
jet

pw = ambient pressure in the room
where the jet expands

p = stagnation pressure at the nozzle
° inlet

This dimensionless pressure term can be inter-

preted as the amount of overpressure in the jet

expressed as a fraction of the supply overpres-

sure.

2/i/3 _Normalized_forces

In order to characterize the forces, a dimer.sion-

less thrust coefficient C_ was employed. It is

computed in two slightly different ways:

F " A C T1

F " A

(liquid and
2-phase)

(steam)
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The relation between CT1 and CT2 is

CT2 = C T1 ~ CTl)*p«/p

In the tests, p is normally between 2 MPa and

7 MPa and s 0.1 MPa. Since S 2 for sub-

cooled liquid and C-, = 1.22 for saturated liquid

and steam, the relative difference obtained

through use of one formula or the other is nor-

mally less than 3 % for subcooled flow and less

than 1 % for saturated liquid or steam. These

differences are quite negligible compared to

measurement inaccuracies and other errors, and it

is therefore normally of no great importance

whether one formula or the other is used.

2.4 Nomenclature and abbreviations

A couple of pages giving the standard nomencla-

ture used in the present report are included

after the list of contents. Occasionally other

notations may be used.

In the figures and the text abbreviations may be

used. For the Marviken JIT tests no 1 - 12 two

different notations are used in the figures:

JIT - n or MXn. These two notations mean the

same, and the notations are different only because

of different sources (reports) for the original

figures. The Ontario Hydro data are sometimes

indicated by "O.H" (or "OH"), Toshiba data by

"TO" (or "T") and Mitusbishi data by "Mitsu" (or

"Mi" or "M").
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3. ANALYTICAL MODELS

Analytical models and correlations describing

free-jet and jet-impingement behaviour are used

in various phases of nuclear reactor design and

development, as well as in safety assessment.

Generally, it is of interest to determine the

potential loads that could be imposed on struc-

tures in an accident involving a sudden pipe

break. Particularly important are potential

loads on structures or equipment that have a

safety-related significance.

Several analytical models and correlations used

for analyzing jet behaviour are considered

herein. Table 3.1 summarizes these in terms of

applicability as intended by their authors.

Models range in complexity from very simple

empirical correlations to sophisticated computer

codes, and range in applicability from free jet

behaviour to jet impingement loads. As illustrated

in the table, model applicability also depends

on fluid conditions and flow regime.

Each of the models in Table 3.1 are considered

further in this chapter. This preliminary assess-

ment of the models was done to obtain an overview

of available methods and to determine which

models were of interest to investigate further.

Several of the models are compared with data

from Marviken and from small scale experiments.

Included in the assessment are some very simple

correlations for the pressure decay in the jet.

For some test results they show reasonable

correspondence, but as they cannot account for

all parameter variations they are of limited

usefulness, except as quick handestimates. Such
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Table 3.1

List of models and correlations assessed, with

notes on their applicability

Model Notes

Mitsubishi Simple correlation for the stagnation
(Ref (J2) pressure at the center of a flat impinge-

ment plate for steam flow.

JAERI Siaple correlation for the stagnation
Ref (J9) pressure at the center of a flat impinge-

ment plate for saturated flow.

M0OD7 A series of related fors*'las and techniques
Ref (U13, for describing impingement forces and
17, 19) related behaviour in all flow regimes.

EPSTEIN-HENRY A simplified one-dimensional model for
Ref (C6) axial decay of static pressure and for

increase in jet area in all flow regime.

EPRI* The "JET2" computer code considers the
Ref (U22, 23) steady supersonic flow of a homogenous

mixture of steam and water from a nozzle,
using the method of characteristics.
Calculates behaviour out of first shock
wave in all flow regimes.

SANDIA* Consists of two models, one a sophisticated
Ref (U10) finite difference code for solving homo-

genous equilibrium equations for a
specified geometry, the other is an
"engineering model" based on calculated
results from the sophisticated model.
Models describe jet behaviour in all flow
regimes.

* Superficial assessment made in the present
report.
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estimates may on the other hand, be better

achieved by use of the compiled "catalogs" of

test data and the Moody formulas (see below).

More than ten years ago. Moody presented some

simple formulas for asymptotic free jet and jet

impingement parameters. Quite food correspondence

with measured data was demonstrated for many of

these formulas in particular for jet impingement

on large, flat targets located sufficiently far

downstream from the nozzle exit. For some para-

meters, in particular cross-sectional jet area

and distance to asymptotic behaviour, the Moody

formulas result in less favorable comparisons

with data. These parameters are difficult to

define in a precise way, however, so too much

importance should not be attached to these

disagreements.

A one-dimensional model for prediction of axial

properties, in particular static pressure, was

recently presented by Epstein, Henry et al. A

second-order ordinary differential equation was

obtained through the use of some rough simplifi-

cations. The model was found to give good corre-

spondence with some of the test data, partly due

to counteracting influences from the simplifica-

tions, while less good for other data, in parti-

cular for highly subcooled flow regimes.

A three-dimensional model (assuming rotational

symmetry) was developed by S Levy Inc under

contract with EPRI and obtained as an in-kind

contribution to the JITEV project. The model is

based on the method of characteristics. Some

promising results have been obtained, but as the

development is not yet finalized, no attempt was
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made to completely assess this work in the

present study.

SANDIA has developed a three-dimensional rotatio-

nal symmetric model based on the multipurpose

finite difference code CSQ. The model is capable

of predicting all values of interest for evalua-

tion of jet impingement and free jet behaviour,

although computer expenses might be exceedingly

high in some cases. In the range tested, the

model appears to give good correspondence with

measured data. There are, however, some unclear

points, in particular concerning the predicted

central exit core for subcooled and saturated

liquid. SANDIA has also developed a simpler

engineering model, based on the data base compu-

ted by the CSQ program. The results of the

engineering model correspond quite well with the

results of the CSQ program and therefore have

roughly the same accuracy over the region approxi-

mated.

To date, only a preliminary assessment of the

SANDIA models has been completed. Further evalua-

tion will require additional information from

SANDIA on the results of their models.

3.1 Correlations

In two papers from Japan (J2, 9) simple correla-

tions are suggested for target center pressures

in the steam and saturated liquid flow regimes.
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3.1.1 Formula for steam flow regime

iMitsubishi]

The formula suggested in a Mitsubishi paper (J2)

for the stagnation pressure pt_ at the center of

a large flat target is:

Ptc - P*

P o - P.

L -2 for L > D (1)

This formula was compared to measured data.

Shown in Figure 3.1 is a comparison between the

Mitsubishi formula and Marviken data. The corre-

spondence is very good.

Further comparisons (Chapter 10, Figure 10.1) in

log-log scale show that this correspondence is

limited to some interval in L* = L/D, and that

off-axis peak values larger than the center

value may occur as early as for L* = 2. The

formula should therefore be used with some care.

3.1.2 Formula for saturated liquid flow regime

For saturated liquid regime and fl/D s l a

similar formula was suggested in a JAERI paper

<J9):

'tc ~ P-

Po *
Is) f for L > D (2)

This formula was compared to measured data.

Figure 3.2 illustrates a comparison between the

JAERI formula and Marviken data. The correspond-

ing is fairly good.
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Further comparisons (Chapter 10, Figure 10.2)

show that this correspondence appears to hold up

to Li • 10. The presence of off-center peak

values as well as the asymptotic estimates by

Moody indicate, however, that care has to be

exercised when using the formula, in particular

for values of L* greater than L* s 5.

3.1.3 Conclusions concerning the Japanese

correlations

The Mitsubishi correlation for steam jets and

the JAERI correlation for saturated liquid jets

show good correspondence to measured Marviken

data for stagnation pressure at the centerline

of a large flat impingement plate.

For large downstream values the correlations

should not be used. Sufficient test data were

not available to exactly determine the regions

of validity of the correlations, and they are

therefore of limited value.

3.2 Moody models

In a paper (U17) published in 1969, Moody pre-

sented several simple formulas predicting asymp-

totic jet behaviour hot water and steam jets. As

discussed below, most of these formulas give

quite good predictions for their intended region

of validity and also in many cases outside of

that region. More elaborate formulas discussing

flow rates, time dependency, etc are contained

in other papers by Moody (U13, 19, 24).

Below will first be given a brief summary of the

Moody theory (Section 3.2.1), followed by a

summary of the comparisons (3.2.2) with test
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data that were made (cf (P18)) in the JITEV

project and finally a summary (3.2.3) of conclu-

sions concerning the Moody models.

3i2il ??oody_theory

First exit properties and thrust or reaction

forces will be discussed, then other asymptotic

properties.

A. Exit properties and thrust forces

Assuming conservation of momentum. Moody (U17)

arrived at the following formula connecting

nozzle exit values with asymptotic values for

thrust force variables:

e
(3)

where T = Reaction force on piping system
and vessel

Fj = Jet impingement force on a
large flat far-away target.

A = Cross-sectional area of nozzle (Ae) or jet

(A^) G = Specific mass flow (per unit area)

u = jet velocity p = static pressure

The subindices e and « denote exit and asymptotic
properties respectively, while "ra" indicates mean
value over the jet cross-section, and f and g
liquid and steam respectively.

The specific volume v is defined as
m

= [xv K vf]*[x
(4)
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where K = u /uf is the phase velocity ratio

(slip).

If K = 1 is used, the formula reduces to

T/Afi = p e - p. + Gj

(5)

For an ideal gas (e.g. superheated steam), the

exit velocity u is for fl/D = 0 given by

u e = (6)

where c = speed of sound at the exit

k = isentropic constant

This formula is valid if the ambient pressure

]?amb is lower than the critical pressure p

cr - Do
 (JTTT

2 . k/(k - (7)

The exit specific volume is determined by the

pv isentropic relation.

v = v = vve vcr vo (
(8)

and the mass flow G per unit area by

p op o

(9)

For superheated steam (k = 1.3, R = 461.9,

pv = RTj.) this means
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p e = 0.546

v = 1.593 v = v /O.628e o o

(10)

(11)

u = 0.933 c = 1.063Vp7v7= 22.85</T~T"e o o o oK
(12)

(TQK indicates stagnation temperature in degrees

Kelvin).

(13)

Using formulas (5) through (7) in (1) gives

T / Ae =

Pe "
 p

=

= 1'255 po "

T/A = Fj/Ae = 1.26 p o - po (14)

This is the formula most often quoted for steam

and saturated liquid. It is theoretically valid

only under assumption of ideal gas i.e. suffici-

ently superheated steam. It is approximately

true also for saturated steam and saturated

liquid as will be demonstrated below.

A. 2 5EY._§ä£urated_steain

For dry saturated steam a value k = 1.135 is

given in the litterature. Using this value in

the formulas for an ideal gas gives:

Pe = °'
577 po

ve = 1.622 vQ = vQ/0.616

(15)

(16)
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= 0.636VPoPo

T/Ae = 1.23

(17)

(18)

(19)

i.e quite close to the formulas derived for

superheated steam.

A. 3 Saturated_liguid

For saturated stagnation conditions a two-phase

critical flow model (U24) was used by Moody to

compute exit conditions. For stagnation pressures

close to 7 NPa (7.24 MPa), and fl/D = 0 Moody

found thrust coefficients close to those derived

from ideal gas theory

C T ~ 1.22

Using the formula for exit pressure

saturated liquid flow regime

(20)

.SL
in

SL = PSAT[(TO - (21)

suggested in JITEV-20 (P20), together with

formula (24) in the present report, a thrust

coefficient C_ = 1.20 + 0.01 is obtained for

saturated liquid with stagnation pressures

between 1 and 7 MPa, i.e. a value close to the

values predicted by Moody for 7.2 MPa, and also

close to those predicted by ideal gas theory.
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A. 4 *»ubcooled_flow_regime

For sufficiently subcooled flow regimes a Bernoulli

type equation could be used to compute the exit

velocity u :

- Pe)/Pe (22)

where K_ = 1 is a flow coefficient for the

particular geometry. Assuming p = p it follows

that

= (23)

If KF = 1 is used, then (3) implies (since

Ge/pem = P em
ue ) :

= p e - 2(pQ - p e) =
(24)

Pe "

In his 1969 paper (U17) Moody only discusses

incompressible liquids, implying p = p,_, but

the generalization above for p ^ p0

quite easily.

00'

follows

In a paper 1973 (U13) Moody gives graphs for

thrust coefficients versus stagnation enthalpy

and stagnation pressure, based on a more elaborate

2-phase flow model. Two sets of curves are

given, corresponding to different assumptions

concerning flow type (separated vs. homogenous).

The difference is not great, and both types of

curves correspond fairly well also to the formula

(24) in the present chapter (see Figure 3.3).
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A.5

For fl/D > 0, the exit pressure for an ideal gas

is reduced by a factor Jl+fT/D, i .e .

pe s 0.55 po/Vl + fl/D (25)

fo.'f superheated steam.

Moody (U13) gives graphs for the dependence of

the thrust on discharge pipe friction, represented

by fl/D (see Figures 3.4). For truly subcooled,

non-flashing water the graph corresponds to

T,W f l / D ) (26)

No graph is given for subcooled, flashing water.

For saturated liquid, the curve given by Moody

corresponds fairly well to

CT,SL = M a X (CT,SL1' CT,SL2>' W n e r e (27>

CT SL = 1

0 < fl/D < 10
°-27 for

(27a)

1-27 fl/D for
"T,SL2

10 < fl/D < 100 (27b)

For saturated steam, the curve given by Moody

corresponds approximately to

CT,SS = M a X (CT,SS1' CT,SS2)' W h e « (28>

CT,SS1 = 1

0 < fl/D £ 5
°-25

(28a)
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CT,SS2 = i

5 = fl/D < 100

0.7 for

(28b)

B. Asymptotic properties

Below are discussed models for asymptotic jet

areas, asymptotic jet impingement pressure and

distance to approach of asymptotic properties.

B.i dSY5B£25i£-2St-ä£Sä§
In the Moody reports (U13, 17), graphs are given

over the asymptotic jet areas for saturated

liquid and steam, 0 £ fl/D £ 100, and for a

couple of different stagnation pressures. In

order to allow comparisons with test data, a

computer program was written for fl/D = 0, based

on the formula presented in (U17) and (F20). The

results do not correspond exactly to the Moody

results (see Figure 3.5), but the difference is

sufficiently small, so that meaningful compari-

sons with data could be made.

The formula given by Moody contains a velocity

(slip) ratio K = u /uf. Values of K from K = 1
9 z 1/3

up to a maximum value K__ = (v /v,) ' are
IudX ^ I

discussed by Moody, but a value of K = 1 seems

appropriate to use for the asymptotic behaviour.

Table 3.1 gives the predicted asymptotic jet

areas for the steam flow regime, assuming ideal

gas behaviour. Table 3.2 shows similar data for

subcooled (and close to saturated) flow regime

assuming K = 1.
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B . 2

In the asymptotic region the force on the target

depends mainly on p^u* and the area of the

target. Moody denotes p. = p^u^ by the term

"impingement pressure". In the Moody paper (U13)

a graph is given of the dependence of Pj/Po on

fl/D and on low regime, for pressures around

7 MPa. The graph is shown in the present report

as Figure 3.6, complemented with values for fl/D

computed by the simplified model for A^ (K = 1)

described above. This simplified approach evi-

dently gives conservative values of pi for

saturated steam and non-conservative values for

saturated liquid as compared to the indicated

Moody values. The Moody values are, however,

computed with K = (v /v,) 1/ which should give

conservative values, in particular very far from

the exit.

Some interesting conclusions that could be

extracted from Tables 3.1 and 3.2 are, that p.

is approximately constant for saturated steam,

but varies almost linearly with pQ for saturated

liquid over the most interesting pressures

(2 7 7 MPa) for the present study.

B. 3 d2i§i_di§tance_to_a6yji£totic_behayiour

By assuming approximately the same magnitude for

radial and axial velocities, Moody (U17) arrived

at a formula for the approach of asymptotic

properties, based on jet areas. The approximate

normalized downstream distance according to this

formula is

L* s 0.5*<V£*" - 1) (29)
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For 1 050 psia (-7.2 HPa), using the assumption

of equal phase velocities, A* ~ 100 for saturated

liquid and A* ~ 25 for saturated steam according

to Moody's diagrams. This gives

L* = 2.0 for steam, p s 7 MPa (29a)

L* = 4.5 for saturated liquid,

- p = 7 MPao (29b)

The last column in Tables 3.1 and 3.2 gives the

distance L* according to formulas 29a and 29b

respectively.

3.2.2 Comparisons of Moody theory with test

data

In this section a brief summary will be given of

the comparisons made between Moody theory and

the available test data.

A. Exit properties and thrust forces

As discussed elsewhere in this report (Chapter 5

and 11) the formulas for exit quantities and

thrust forces as a rule correspond quite well to

the test data. Most differences could be explained

by reference to small targets, small nozzle-target

distances etc.

B. Asymptotic properties

In the following, comparisons for asymptotic jet

areas, jet impingement forces and distance to

approach of asymptotic properties are briefly

discussed.
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B. 1

Comparisons with the JF1 and Toshiba test results

(see e.g. Figure 6.4) show that the visual jet

area greatly exceeds the predicted asymptotic

area. Note, however, that the theoretical values

are based on a "top hat" profile, while the test

data show bell-shapedI profiles for jet pressures

versus radius. There is therefore some ambiguity

as to what area to compare with. One possibility

is to compare with the jet area corresponding to

half the peak static overpressure. The only

available test data serving this purpose are the

JF1 data.

For steam the JF1 half peak pressure radius

compares quite excellently with the radius

predicted by ideal gas theory, (Figure 3.7).

For saturated liquid (Figure 3.8), a velocity

ratio K = u_/uf = 1 gives quite good correspon-

dence with the measured data.

For subcooled liquid the comparison is less

meaningful, since the asymptotic area has not

yet been reached at L* = 4, where the test data

end.

Ti.e JF1 tests also supply data for fl/D = 3.

Inspection of the Moody graphs gives an area

factor of approximately 0.6 for saturated liquid

and approximately 0.7 for saturated steam for

fl/D = 3 compared to fl/D = 0. Applying these

factors to the data computed for fl/D = 0 the

JF1 flow areas for fl/D = 3 could be compared

with a very rough theoretical prediction. The

tendency is that these formulas tend to overpre-
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diet the jet areas for fl/D = 3. Another obser-

vation is that approach of asymptotic area seems

slower for fl/D = 3 than for fl/D = 0, at least

for saturated liquid, contradicting the formula

0.5 (VA* - 1) discussed earlier.

B.2 Jet impingement pressure

The radial total pressure and target pressure

profiles (discussed in Chapter 7 and 9) indicate

that the "top hat" profile used by Moody is not

correct, although an approximate correspondence

appears to be at hand.

B.3 Axial distance to asymptotic behaviour

Comparisons indicate that the attainment of

asymptotic properties is usually slower than

predicted for the steam tests and faster than

predicted for the liquid tests. Test data also

give different distances for different properties

(areas, static pressures, total pressures). In

view of this, and in view of the limited amount

of test results for sufficiently far-away distan-

ces, no definite conclusions could be reached

for the axial distance to asymptotic behaviour.

The Moody jet models are in general simple

formulas for computation of asymptotic properties

of the jet. In order to use them, some of the

nozzle exit properties are needed. Good corre-

spondence with most of the measured asymptotic

properties were obtained by use of simple formu-

las for exit conditions. The largest inaccuracies

or uncertainties were observed for:
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Asymptotic jet areas. The formulas
contain a phase velocity ratio K =
which could be chosen in different
ways. The value cf the jet area is
closely related to the value of the
"jet impingement pressure" and thus to
the force acting on targets not inter-
cepting all of the jet.

Distance to attainment' of asymptotic
properties. This is m c a well-defined
quantity, and different values could be
imagined for different properties.

3.3 The Epstein model

A simple one-dimensional model for the jet

expansion was presented in a paper (C6) by

Epstein, Henry et al. In the following paragraphs,

it is referred to as the "Epstein-Henry model".

The model describes the axial dissipation of

static pressure and the corresponding density in

the free jet, as well as the increase in jet

cross-sectional area. Some basic simplifications

are used in the development of the model:

"Top hat" profile for jet pressure and
density. In reality the profile is
often bell shaped, but the top hat
approximation is reasonable, at least
for the first downstream diameters of
distance, which are addressed by this
model.

A constant jet velocity u = (u + û J
When computed by formulas (6) and (6a)
below, uw, in the pressure range covered
by the tests presently studied, varies
between 1.5 u for saturated liquid and
between 1.0 u* and 1.4 u for 50°C sub-
cooled liquid? The lower factors are for
D s 0.5 MPa, the higher for p s 7 MPa.
Tnis simplification is thus fairly good
for steam and for highly subcooled liquid,
but less applicable for saturated liquid.
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A "state equation" for isentropic
expansion from saturated conditions p ,
pe:

p
= 1/(1 + B(p e)(^ - 1)], where (1)

B(pe) s (0.6/22) x 10"
6 x pfi (2)

Ideal gas behaviour for isentropic steam
expansion, i.e.

pv = constant (la)

where k = the isantropic constant

These simplifications together with continuity

equations and equations of motion give rise to

an ordinary differential equation for R(Z):

dZ* = ce
R<P " P.) <3>

where R = R(Z) is the jet radius, and

The axial static pressure p(Z) depends on R(Z)
in the following way for steam flow and for
liquid flow regime respectively:

P = Pe (R e/R)
2 k (steam) (5)

P = P e/H + B (Pe)(R
2/Rj - Dl (liquid)

(5a)
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A disadvantage with this formulation is that the

mass continuity equation ApU = A eP e
u
e is not

fulfilled over the nozzle exit. It is, however,

possible to use these formulas to compute the

radius R and then use the formulas in

Section 3.3.2 to compute consistent values of U,

p and p, where p then would differ fror -he

value used above.

3.3.2 Alternative variant

An alternative variant is to forget that u was

assumed constant when deriving formula (3) and

to use u instead of u_ in the computation of C
m e

in eq (4), and compute u from p in a way similar

to the relation between asymptotic and exit

velocities derived by Epstein-Henry (compare

formulas (6) and (9) in (C6)) i.e.

u = ue * [1 + (1 - p/pe)/k] (6)

for steam or

u = ue * [1 + 0.5 * <pe - P)/(Pstag - Pe)l

(6a)

for liquid. (These formulas have been used to

compute the values of uw given in Table 3.1 and

3.2). Then, for each integration step, an equation

system for u, p and p is given by eq (6) or (6a)

together with the mass continuity equation:

ApU = AepeUfi (7)

and the isentropic expansion formula for steam:

P/P (8)
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or the corresponding formula for liquid

p = pe/[l + B(pe)(pe/p - 1)] (8a)

3.3.3 Comparison between test data and the

Ep.stein-Henry_model

Comparisons were made between data from the JF1,
Marviken and Ontario Hydro tests and results
computed by the Epstein-Henry model. A sample of
these comparisons are shown in Figures 3.9
through 3.16, and discussed below. Two versions
of the Epstein-Henry model were used:

The original model according to formulas
(3) through (5) in Section 3.3.1, with
constant u = u , where u = 0.5 * (u + ua)
In the diagrams this curve has been
drawn with a dashed line.

The alternative model, where for each
integration step Z•, a new value of u
has been computed according to formulas
(6) through (8) in Section 3.3.2. In
the diagrams this curve has been indicated
with a solid line.

The latter variant has the advantage of giving a
consistent set of variables u, p and p, fulfilling
conservation laws, which the first variant does
not fulfill.

A. Comparisons with jet radius

The jet radius observed during the JF1 tests for
steam, saturated liquid and subcooled liquid are
compared to the theoretical predictions based on
the Epstein-Henry model in Figures 3.9 through
3.11. Both pairs of theoretical curves show an
oscillating pattern. As pointed out by the
authors the results should be used only for the
first rising part of the curve. It is, however,
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interestina to note that for steam, the curve

for a variable velocity u seems to oscillate

with an approximately constant frequency around

the asymptotic value, and that there seems to be

an oscillatory tendency of the test data with

approximately the same frequency, but with a

more damped amplitude.

As it should be, the curves obtained for constant

u = u in the equation show a slightly slower

initial rise than the curves obtained for variable

u, but soon increase faster and give peak values

of the radius which are some 25 - 75 % higher

than for the latter ones. The curves for variable

u tend to give a closer representation of the

measured values of the radius and also on the

average give a good representation of the asymp-

totic value predicted by the simplified Moody

formula discussed earlier.

For saturated steam, the curve based on variable

u gives in fact very good representation of the

observed radius (should be somewhere between the

half-value radius and the visual radius) while

for saturated and subcooled liquid there seems

to be a slight tendency to overestimate the

expansion rate.

Another interesting point is that for all three

JF1 cases (P s t a a ~ 2 MPa), the peak value for

the computed curves is reached for the first

time approximately 4 nozzle diameters downstream

of the nozzle exit.

B. Comparisons with static pressure

Values of static pressure computed by the two

variants of the Epstein-Henry model were compared
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with measured data. A sample of these comparisons

are shown in Figures 4.12 through 4.16).

A **irst observation is that the original model

(u = u ) always gives larger static pressure

than the alternative variant. In fact the axial

distance foi 3qual static pressure differs

roughly by 0 to 1 diameter, where the largest

number is observed for high pressure saturated

liquid and the smallest number (close to zero)

for high subcooled flow regimes. This is not

surprising, since the velocity ratio u^/u is

largest for high pressure saturated liquid (~3

for Pstaa = 1 MPA) and smallest for highly

subcooled liquid (close to 1) according to

formulas (6) and (6a) in Section 3.3.1.

The JF1 data are quite poorly represented, while

most of the Marviken and Ontario Hydro data are

well characterized. The most probable reason for

this is that the JF1 static pressures, which

were computed from temperature measurements for

some reason do not correctly represent the

actual situation. We will therefore neglect the

JFl data in the forthcoming discussion in this

section.

For saturated steam and saturated liquid

(Figures 3.12 and 3.13) the second variant of

the model (with variable u) represents the

measured data quite well, while the first variant

(u = um) for these cases given a slight overesti-

mate of the static pressures. This partly depends

on the fact that the pressure decay appears to

start some quarter of a nozzle diameter inside

the nozzle for steam and slightly closer to the

exit for saturated liquid.
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For highly subcooled flow regimes both variants

slightly underestimate the static pressure (see

e.g. Figures 3.4 and 1.15), in particular for

intermediate downstream distances (roughly 0.5

to 4 diameters downstream of the nozzle exit).

This is particularly evident for the lowest

stagnation pressures (Figure 3.15), i.e. when

the exit water temperature is close to the

ambient saturation temperature. In the first

instance this may seem somewhat surprising,

since the assumption of constant velocity is

best fulfilled lor these cases. The explanation

is that the other simplifying assumption ("top

hat") tends to give too low axial pressures.

Thus, the good representation of saturated flow

regimes is due to cancelling effects of the

simplifications, whereas the less favorable

representation for highly subcooled flow regime

is due to the error of the "top hat" profile

assumption to dominate over the error of the

constant velocity assumption.

Slightly subcooled stagnation conditions shows

tendencies (Figure 3.16) gradually changing from

those exhibited for saturated liquid to those

for highly subcooled liquid.

3.3.4 Conclusions concerning the Epstein-Henry

model „„„„

For saturated steam, saturated liquid and slightly

subcooled liquid (AT8ta < - 10°c) the second

variant of the Epstein-Henry model (i.e. with

variable u) gives good to excellent representation

of the test data (jet radius and axial static

pressure). Also the original formula (u = um)

gives a good and slightly conservative (for the

pressure) representation.
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For highly subcooled flow regimes both variants

slightly underestimate the static pressure for

intermediate downstream distances (roughly 0.5

to 4 diameters downstream of the exit), in

particular for low stagnation pressures, i.e.

when the exit water temperature is fairly close

to 100°C.

3.4 The EPRI JET2 model

The EPRI model (U22, 23) for two-phase jet flow

considers steady, axisymmetric and irrotational

supersonic jet flow of a mixture of water and

steam from a nozzle. Basic features of the JET2

code are:

Homogenous equilibrium two-phase jet
flow is assumed

The jet expands isentropically

The basis equations are solved by the
method of characteristics

The basic equations for steady, irrotational and

axisymmetric flow may be expressed in terms of a

velocity potential <J>, where the velocity u = V$.

(This follows from the condition of irrotational

flow, V x u = 0). In cylindrical coordinates,

this equation takes the following form:

( 1 *• \ "

1 - -=7 ) TZ6z2 - 2
uzur a2

öröz

- h2*
 + i h 0 = o (1)
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U2 = ät ur = ar

c = velocity of sound

These equations not only apply to single-phase

flow, they apply to homogenous two-phase flow as

well.

Following is a brief outline of how to solve the

basic equations by the method of characteristics.

Eq (1) is of the general form of a second-order,

two-dimensional, quasilinear differential equation:

C*yy = D (2)

*x ~ ax •y 3y

A = A ( x , y , * , <|>x, * y ) , B = B(x , y , *, <|>x, <>y),

C = C(x , y , o , <j>x, * y ) , D = D(x , y , <|>, «>x, <|>y)

This theory is restricted to situations where

fluid properties, e.g. $ and $ are continous.
x y

Derivatives of fluid properties, however, may be

discontinous. This limits the theory in situations

where shocks occur, as fluid properties are

discontinous in the shock.

With regard to supersonic flow, physically

interesting solutions to the field equations

occur for which derivatives of fluid properties

are discontinous on distinct curves in the physical

x-y plane. These curves are called characteristic

curves, or Mach lines in supersonic flow theory.

They are the lines along which pressure distur-

bances are propagated.
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The theory of characteristics is the theory of

how to determine the characteristic curves, and

how these curves uniquely determine the solution

of the field equations.

Locations of discontinuities in second deriva-

tives of $ are determined by the characteristic

equations:

,dy,I,II _ B ± VB* - AC
<dx' " A

(3a)

B ± VB2 - AC D dy.
C C(dé

x (3b)

Solutions to eqs (3) also satisfy eq (1). In our

special case, eqs (3) take the followinf form:

rÄ1'" = -
u u +z r - cz

(4a)
cz - u2

z

duz

I,II uzur± cVu^- c
2

c2 - u2

2U 2

U9 1,11 (4b)

u2 = u2 + u2

z r

Eq (3a) or (4a) determine the characteristics in

the x-y plane. Eq (3b) or (4b) determine the

corresponding characteristics in the $ - *
y

plane (hodographic plane, or phase space), i.e.

they determine the fluid properties of the

solution. The problem of solving a non-linear
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partial differential equation of second order is

reduced to the much simpler problem of solving a

system of two coupled ordinary differential

equations of first order.

3.4.2 Construction of characteristics

Suppose that all fluid conditions are known on

some curve 1 - 2 ("boundary", see Figure 3.18).

1 - 2 must be a characteristic curve. The coeffi-

cients A, B, C and D are all known on the curve

1 - 2 . From eg (3a) the slopes of the characte-

ristic curves are known at all points on

curve 1 - 2. We are now able to determine the

fluid properties of points lying in the neigbour-

hood of curve 1 - 2 . We want to determine the

fluid properties at the intersection between the

characteristic curve of family II through 1 and

the characteristic curve of family I through 3.

We call this point 4. Point 4 is determinded

approximately as the intersection between straight

lines going through 1 and 3 with slopes (dy/dx).
T *•

and (dy/dx),, respectively.

In the hodographic plane, the image of curve

1 - 2 is a curve I1 -2* and the image of point 3

(x3, y 3) is a point 3
1 (•x(x3, y 3 ) , +y(*3> Y3>-

See Figure 5.3. In the same way as in the physical

plane, the hodographic image 4' of point 4 is

the intersection of characteristic curves of

family II going through 1 and of family I going

through 3, and is determined approximately as

the intersection between straight lines going

through 1 and 3 with slopes (d$/d* )**, and

(d(>y/d«>x)3, respectively.
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The term dy/dA in eq (?b) cannot be evaluated

directly, but may be evaluated through iteration,

(in this iteration it is convenient also to

include a closer determination of point 4).

By determining points 4 and 41, all the fluid

properties at point 4 are determined. Thus the

solution has been propagated to point 4. In this

way, one constructs a characteristic net extending

from the boundary.

In addition to the fluid dynamic equations

presented above, consideration must be given to

the thermodynamic equations of state of the

fluid, and the coupling between the equation of

state and the fluid dynamic equation. These are

given by the following equations:

u2 = 2(hQ - h)

h = hf(l - x) + xh

s = s = const

(5)

(6)

(7)

x =
so - sf

sg " sf
(8)

where x is the quality of the fluid, h and s are

the specific enthalpy and entrop,y respectively.

Subscript 0 denotes stagnation values. The speed

of sound is given by:

= (I?)dp's
(9)
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The necessary boundary conditions are:

Ambient pressure at jet boundary

Critical nozzle pressure

Nozzle exit velocity

Nozzle properties are determined by the homoge-

neous equilibrium (HEM) critical flow model. The

HEM mass flux is:

G = pu = [2(hQ - h)]
1/2p = [p(po - p)]

1 / 2

(10)

Critical flow occurs when G takes its maximum

values.

3.4.4 Discussion

The model has been implemented in a computer

program, JET2, which calculates the geometrical

configuration of a two-phase jet, as well as the

pressure- and velocity distribution. For saturated

and slightly subcooled stagnation conditions HEM

calculates nozzle properties without difficulties.

For highly subcooled stagnation conditions,

however, HEM calculates a critical velocity

which is higher than the sonic speed calculated

from eq (9). In this case the sonic speed at the

nozzle exit is set equal to the critical velocity

predicted by HEM.

At present, the model is a free jet model,

because as the method of characteristics is

applied to a static flow situation, it only

applies to supersonic flow. To overcome this

restrictions, one has to do two things:
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1)

2)

Model the strong standing shock appearing
in front of the target

Model the fluid conditions in the
subsonic region between the shock and
the target

Another difficulty inherent in the model is the

shock present in an overexpanded, asymptotic

jet. Here, a shock wave, propagating from the

jet boundary, brings the jet static pressure

back up to the ambient pressure.

Also in this case one has to implement a shock

model to be able to model the jet in the region

beyond the shock.

To conclude, the EPRI jet model seems promising

at present, but needs extensions to be capable

of modelling jet impingement situations.

3.5 SANDIA models

Weigand et al from SANDIA have developed and

tested two models for 2-phase water jets. We

quote the abstract of their report (U10).

"A model has been developed for predicting

two-phase, water jet loading on axisymmetric

targets. The model ranges in application from 60

to 170 bars pressure and 70°C subcooled liquid

to 0.75 (or greater) quality - completely covering

the range of interest in pressurized water or

boiling water reactors. The model was developed

using advanced two-dimensional computational

techniques to solve the governing equations of

mass, momentum, and energy. The model displays

in a series of tables and charts the target load

and pressure distributions as a function of
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vessel (or break) conditions; this enables fast,

yet accurate, "look up*' for answers. For many

situations of practical interest, the model can

predict subcooled and saturated loadings in

excess of the simple control volume upper bounds

of 2 PQA for nonflashing liquid and 1.26 PQA

for steam. Also, the results indicate that the

area of the loading on a flat target is often

larger than- assumed by simpler models. Finally,

approximate models are given for estimating

two-phase jet flow, expansion characteristics,

shock strength, and stagnation pressures. These

approximate models could be used for estimating

pressures on targets not specifically addressed

in this study".

3 ^ 1 CSgjnodel

SANDIA's advanced model is based on an existing

multipurpose finite difference code, CSQ, solving

a homogeneous, equilibrium set of equations for

a specified flow field. The code has multi-material

capabilities and uses an accurate equation of

state for water. The governing equations are the

conservation of mass, momentum and energy,

written in cylindrical coordinates:

at ar az u u

where the vectors are:

M = r
pv* + p

pvr(E • p/p)
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N = r
p vz vr

U = r

PVZ(E + p/p)

and

Q =

PE

O

-P

O

O

In these relations p is the density, v is the

velocity, p is the pressure, E is the specific

internal energy, t is the time, r is the radius

from the center line of symmetry, and z is the

axial coordinate. These equations form a closed

system of equations, when combined with the

thermodynamic equation of state.

The choked flow exit conditions are computed by

means of the homogenous equilibrium flow model,

HEM. That model was chosen because it is thermo-

dynamically consistent with the jet model and

because earlier critical flow studies had shown

that the HEM model provides the fluid's thermo-

dynamic state at the break and is applicable to

a wide range of initial conditions.
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An engineering model was developed by SANDIA

based on the results (see Table 3.3) computed by

the CSQ model. The correspondance between the

results computed by the engineering model and

the CSQ results was excellent and the model thus

shares the possible advantages and weaknesses of

the CSQ model.

3.5.3 Some comments concerning the SANDIA

models

The model work put down by SANDIA is quite

impressing, and most parts of the model and

conclusions seem reliable. There are, however,

some details that seem questionable, and which

could have great effect on the results. These

details will be discussed below.

A. Jet velocities

Figure 3.5 in the SANDIA report (U10) (see

Figure 3.22 in the present report) seems to

indicate an asymptotic jet velocity of more than

6 times the exit velocity for a case with approxi-

mately 20°C subcooling. According to Moody

theory and to the formula given in the Epstein-

Henry paper (C6) (= formula 6a in Section 3.3.2

of the present report) this ratio should be

about 2. These velocities could also be compared

with the sound velocities (Figure 3.23) as

reported by Moody (U13).

A possible reason for the discrepancy between

the SANDIA and Henry velocities could be if the

CSQ model works with different phase velocities,

but the SANDIA report makes no such statements.
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B. Pipe exit core

The SANDIA report puts much emphasize on the

pipe exit core, a conical water plug said to

extend some distance downstream of the exit

plane for water jets (see Figure 3.24). The

alleged reason for the existence of this water

plug is the time it takes for the external

pressure to penetrate the jet. This implies that

the core length L is roughly given by:

where

u = average water plug velocity

C_ = speed of sound in the water plug
(speed for flashing water used, see
Figure 3.23)

s

The SANDIA arguments are here that, since the

jet is always supersonic, L will always be

L > 0.5 D for subcooled and saturated water

jets. For high values of stagnation subcooling

and low values of stagnation pressure, L could

attain very large values according to SANDIA

(see Figure 3.25). This theory concerning the

pipe exit core does not, however, seem justified

by the test data (see Figures 3.26, 3.27), at

least not concerning the length of L . Only one

or two of the test data comparisons reported

(Figures 3.28, 3.2?) exhibit something that

could be interpretated as a liquid core with

constant pressure. For some other cases the data

close to the exit are too sparse to allow com-

parison, while most of the comparisons contradict

the hypothesis. If a liquid exit core exists, L
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seems to be smaller than estimated by SANDIA. A

possible reason for this could be incorrect

treatment of velocities, as discussed above.



Table 3.1

Asymptotic jet properties for steam flow regime, simplified approach

U8/UE - l • (1 - Poo/PCR)/1.135 (Ace. to Henry et al, see formula 6, sec. 4.1.1) -xit pressure
PCR = 0.5774 * PSTAC. Remaining values from steam data or by Hoody formulas assuming isentropic
jet expansion. Pressures in MPa, remaining data in Si-units or dimensionless

PSTAG PCR A8/AE RHOS RHOE RH08 UE U8 GE G8 XE X8 AF8 AG8 U8/UE L8*

0.50
1.00
2.00
3.00
4.50
5.00
6.00
7.00
8.00
10.00
20.00

0.29
0.58
1.15
1.73
2.31
2.89
3.46
4.04
4.62
5.77
11.55

1.71
3.99
5.58
8.22
10.91
13.67
16.50
19.43
22.45
28.85
77.42

2.67
5.15
10.05
15.01
20.10*
25.36
30.83
36.53
42.51
55.43
170.17

1.65
3.17
6.19
9.25
12.39
15.63
19.00
22.52
26.20
34.17
104.89

.612

.614

.614

.615

.616

.618

.621

.623

.627

.635

.723

446
455
460
461
460
458
455
451
447
438
354

703
786
830
844
848
847
844
839
833
817
662

734
1442
2849
4265
5699
7157
8644
10164
11721
14964
37079

430.21
482.54
510.18
518.86
522.37
523.67
523.79
523.18
522.06
518.72
478.91

.97

.96

.95

.94

.93

.92

.91

.90

.89

.86

.59

.97

.96

.96

.96

.96

.96

.95

.95

.94

.93

.82

.0000

.0001

.0001

.0002

.0003

.0004

.0005

.0007

.0009

.0013

.0107

1.71
2.99
5.58
8.22
10.91
13.67
16.50 1
19.43
22.45 1
28.85 1
77.41 1

1 . 5B
1.73
1 .80
1 .83
1 .84
1 .85
1.86
1.86
1.86
.87
.87

0.15
0.36
0.68
0.93
1.15
1 .35
1.53
1.70
1.87
2.19
3.90

Ueal gas approach with k » 1.135

Symbol used

KHOa, U8, C8, X8, AF8 and AG8 indicate asymptotic values of jet density, velocity, specific mass
t lov, quality and cross-sectional areas of liqu'd and steam. A8 - AF8 + AG8. L8* indicates normalized
distance L /D Co attainment of asymptotic properties, computed as 0.5 * (/A8/AE - 1). RHOS indicates
btaynation density. K indicates phase velocity ratio (K » 1 means no slip). Remaining symbols are
tjirly self-evident.

00
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Table 3.2

Asymptotic jet properties for liquid flow regime, simplified approach

Exit pressure computed by simplified formula (see ref fil). Asymptotic ve loc i ty U^
computed by formula 6a in sect ion 4 . 1 . 1 . Remaining data computed from steam data or
by Moody formulas assuming iscntropic j e t expansion.

»T

S1.0
11.0
11.0

5 . 0
1 . 0

SI .0
11 .C
11.0
s.n
i . "

S1.0
11 .0
n.o
S .0
1 . 0

Sl.O
31.0
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s.n
' .n

S».t>
11 .0
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4 . 0
1..?

11 . 0
s.o
l . C

S« . 0
51 .3
i i .n
S.f)
t .o

Sl.O
i i .•»
11 .?•
4 .*.'
1 .0

si .o
M .0
I1 .'i

t _ ; .

1 . '*

»S HG

.<•<>

• *0
. S )

. 5 3

. 5 0
1."0
l.C j
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1.60
2.18
2.55
2.93
\.i2

.bi
2.23
2.60
2.V7
1.35
1.66
2.26
2.63
3.00
.37
• 69

2.29
1.6?
1.03
1.40
1.71
2.32
2.69
1 . 1 5

L8*

1.09
3.06

;

.
i

*

<

<

i
i

t .65
1.52
1.29
t.76
i. 63
k . 5 9
k . 3 3
i.05
i. SI
i . 70
i.38
».OS
k.73
i. 28
t.25
i .78
i. 42
i.09
k. 76
i.61
S.05
>.66
i.32
T.09
i .87
i. 23
5 . 8 4
S.*9
r.5*
r.07
k.38
i.97
5.62
r\5S
r.22
».49
1.08
5.73
7.69
7.3*
6.SS
6.17

(For symbol explanat ions e t c , see Table 3:3)
in
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Table 3.3

CSQ jet model calculational data base

Subcooling, AT = 70, 50, 35, 15, 0°C

Qualities = 0, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2,

0.333, 0.75, 0.99

Stagnation pressure, Po = 60, 80, 100, 130, 150,

170 Bar

Target position, L/D = 0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 1.25,

1.50, 1.75, 2.0, 2.5,

3.0, 4.0, 8.0
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4. TEST BASIS

Data from seven test facilities in four countries

are discussed in the present report. These tests

are the large-scale Marviken (Sweden) tests, the

medium-scale JAERI (Japan), Ontario Hydro (Canada)

and FOG (Italy) tests ?id finally the small-scale

Toshiba, Mitsubishi (bo_h Japan) and JF1 (Italy)

tests.

The tests schemes, data obtained, test facili-

ties, and measurement accuracies for these tests

will be presented and discussed in the present

chapter. A schematic picture, showing the rela-

tive sizes of the nozzles used is shown in

Figure 4.1. The same scale (1:20) is used for

all but the smallest nozzles, which were too

small to be practically represented by any

accuracy in this scale.

4.1 Tsst schemes

The results of the Ontario Hydro (Cl, 2, 3),

Toshiba (J3, 4), FOG (110, 11, 12) and JF1 (18)

tests were received as in-kind contributions to

the Marviken JIT project, while the Mitsubishi

(J2) and JAERI (J8) results were extracted from

a couple of conference papers. Therefore the

information for the Mitsubishi and JAERI tests

is somewhat limited and not quite clear in all

its detail. Still they contain some interesting

material, complementary to the other test results.

A summary listing of the most important parameters

for the available test results is given in

Table 4.1, and a schematic representation of the

stagnation conditions for the free jet reference

tests in Figure 4.2.
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Below follows a short discussion of each of the

test series, starting with the largest scale

test.

4.1.1 The Marviken JIT tests

The JIT project at Marviken (S4) constitutes the

fourth large scale reactor safety experiment

conducted at the Marviken Power Station and is

officially referred to as the Marviken-IV-JIT

project. In the present report the tests will be

referred to alternatively as the JIT, Marviken

or MX tests. It was established in March 1980.

The testing started in September 1980, and

continued for about one year.

The principal objective of the JIT project was

to provide experimental data from a large scale

facility on the behaviour of two phase jets as

they exhaust beyond the choking plane into the

containment. These data, together with data from

small scale experiments, would provide individual

participants the information necessary to develop

or verify analytical or empirical models used in

estimating jet impingement loads in the safety

analysis of nuclear power generating stations

Both jets with a free expansion and jets directed

towards instrumented targets were included in

the test program. The free expansion tests

provided information about the axial and radial

pressure distributions in the jet for different

flow regimes, and the jet impingement tests

focused on the determination of the total target

force and the force distribution on targets in

the jet stream. Emphasis was placed on the

determination of the quasisteady behaviour of
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the jets; in addition, some data were obtained

on dynamic aspects of the jet impingement tests.

A total of twelve tests were performed (Table 4.2),

all with an initial pressure in the reactor

vessel of 5 MPa. Breaks were simulated through

nozzles with diameters of 200, .- -9 and 509 mm.

Water line breaks, giving flow regimes from

subcooled water through saturated water and

steam, as well as steam line breaks were simulated.

Because the JIT tests required an accurate

determination of the critical mass flow from the

discharge pipe, they were a logical extension of

the previous series of critical flow tests at

Narviken. In fact, the results of the JIT experi-

ments may also prove useful to those interested

in additional critical flow data from large

diameter pipes.

4.1.2 The JAERI tests

Results from some JAERI, (Japan Atomic Energy

Research Institute) tests were published in

"Nuclear Science and Engineering" in November

1984 (J9). The tests were performed at the

Division of Nuclear Safety Research at JAERI,

under contract with the Science and Technology

Agency of Japan. These results only comprise two

tests in the saturated liquid flow regime, with

stagnation pressures around 6 MPa and with

nominally 129 mm nozzle. The discharge pipe is

somewhat long and narrow (fl/D = 1), which means

that the uid resistance in the pipe has to be

taken into account. Another interesting aspect

is that the results include some data on the

transient behaviour directly after the break.
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Evaluation of the JAERI data is somewhat compli-

cated by the long discharge pipe and by incom-

plete break areas (40 % for L^ = 2 D, and 86.5 %.

for Î , = 5 D.

The analysis indicates, however, that it appears

reasonable to use the nominal values and regard

the incomplete break areas just as additional

fluid resistances in the discharge pipe.

4̂ .1̂ 3 T*}e_Ontario_Hvdro_tests

Around 1980, tests (Cl, 2, 3) were performed with

nozzles 1" to 4" in diameter (25 - 100 mm), by

Westinghouse, Canada Inc under contract to

Ontario Hydro. Free jet tests, impingement tests

and drag body tests were performed with subcooled

water. For many of the tests, the stagnation

subcooling was kept approximately constant

through the test by addition of gas to the

pressure vessel. In the free jet tests only

axial profiles were measured (central probe).

The material obtained from Canada was preliminary
and consists essentially of a number of diagrams
for measured quantities versus time. Some of the
diagrams contain fairly large oscillations and
other accuracy problems, while others allow
fairly accurate extractions of data.

A summary over the 19 most reliable Ontario
Hydro free jet tests is given in Table 4.3 and a
summary over the available Ontario Hydro jet
impingement and drag body tests in Table 4.4.
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TheFOGtests

Free jet and jet impingement tests were performed

at the FOG facility, Genova, Italy in 1979-81

(II - 14, 16, 110 - 112). Data from eight free

jet tests (Table 4.5) with nozzle diameter 75 mm

have been obtained. For each of these tests,

measurements were made either at 1 D or 3 D down-

stream distance from the nozzle and simultaneously

at various radial distances. Initial stagnation

conditions were saturated water at 5 NPa to

7 MPa. Additionally aroung 20 free jet tests

appear to have been performed, but not reported.

From the impingement tests, data have been

obtained from 26 tests (Table 4.6) with initially

saturated liquid and nozzle diameters 50, 75 and

100 mm, and from 17 tests (Table 4.7) with

initially saturated steam and nozzle diameter

50 nun. Additionally around 10 steam impingement

tests appear to have been performed but not

reported.

Initial pressures were 3 to 7 MPa. The tests

were performed with different lengths of the

discharge pipe (9 D to 90 D) and different dis-

tances to the target (2.6 D to 103 D).

4.1.5 The Toshiba tests

The Toshiba tests (J3, 4) were performed on

behalf of the "Company Partnership", a group

consisting of TEPCO (Tokyo Energy Production

Company), Toshiba and Hitachi. In the present

report these tests are referred to as "the

Toshiba tests". The nozzles used were generally

small, 10 - 30 mm. Both free jet and jet impinge-

ment test were performed, with stagnation condi-
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tipns comprising saturated steam, saturated and

subcooled water. The test equipment was almost

identical for all three types of stagnation

conditions. The main differences were that in

the water tests X-ray void fraction measurements

were made in the discharge nozzle and that

wddi- .anal arrangements were made for the supply

of fluid from the reactor pressure vessel.

A summary of the reported Toshiba free jet

static pressure profiles is given in Table 4.8,

and a summary of the reported Toshiba impinge-

ment tests in Table 4.9.

4.1.6 The Mitsubishi tests

The Mitsubishi test results (J2) include steam

tests with a small nozzle (D. = 9.4 mm) and

water blowdown tests with nozzle diameters

between 10 and 43 mm. In the later phase of the

water blowdowns results for high-quality two-

phase mixture, with behaviour similar to steam,

was evidently obtained.

For the steam tests stagnation pressures between

1 and 4 MPa were used (Table 4.10), while the

water tests in some cases started as high as

15 MPa (Table 4.11). A problem associated with

the Mitsubishi test results is that it appears

that sometimes (possibly always) overpressure is

used instead of absolute pressure in the descrip-

tion. Evidently, overpressure is used for jet

pressures. Whether overpressure or absolute

pressure is used for the stagnation pressures is

not quite clear. In the present report it has

been assumed that absolute pressures were used.

If this is not correct a systematic error of 1 %
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to 7 % has been introduced in the values for

normalized pressures.

The Mitsubishi tests are the only ones that

supply target pressures for distances above 10D.

4.1.7 The JF1 tests

The JF1 (Jet Forces 1) tests were planned to

comprise several hundred tests, performed on a

small scale facility at CNEN, Rome.

Important test parameters were:

Only free jets

D. = 2 and 5 mm

Saturated steam, saturated liquid and
subcooled liquid

Long and short disharge pipes (50 or
1 500 mm)

Sharp (only for D. = 2 mm) and smooth
orifices

Measurements covered:

Average flow rates (by ice condensor)

Axial pressure profiles in the discharge
pipe

Radial pressure and temperature profiles
in free jets (moving pitot)

Jet cone angles (by photo, only D- = 2 mm)
for sharp and smooth orifices

The report (18) obtained from Italy presents

results from some 40 tests (Table 4.12) with

D. = 4.6 mm and p s 2 MPa. When data for measure-

ments at different downstream distances, but

with similar other conditions, are lumped together,
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the data constitute 7 lumped cases (1 case for

fl/D = 10 and 1 for fl/D s 300 for steam, satu-

rated liquid and subcooled liquid, plus an

additional case for subcooled liquid and

fl/D = 300).

The data contc'.ned in the JF1 report obtained

from Italy were presented with differing scales

for each plot. Those plots were therefore digi-

tized to a "data base" and replotted with more

systematic choices of scales. These new plots

were presented in a catalog (Ref P7) similar to

the one earlier made for the Marviken data. The

catalog contains some 150 normalized plots of

Axial static pressure and temperature
profiles in the nozzle

Radial and axial profiles for free jet
temperature static pressure and total
pressure

Free jet radius versus downstream
distance

4.2 Test facilities

This section presents the main features of the

test facilities with emphasis on the differences

between the facilities.

The equipment used in the JIT tests is extensively

described in the reports MXD-101 and MXD-102

<S4).

Special features for the JIT test equipment

were:

Large scale test equipment (Figure 4.3),
with nozzle diameters 200 mm to 500 mm
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Both free jet and jet impingement tests
(flat target, pipe and cavity)

Central probe with instrumented horisontal
radial beams and axial profiles for
temperature, static pressure and total
pressure.

Narrow confinements and small target
sizes compared to nozzle diameters

Special features for the JAERI tests were (cf

Figure 4.5):

A long (12 m) and narrow (D. = 200 mm)
discharge pipe compared to the nozzle
(D. = 129 mm), with an equivalent
f17D s 1

Initial transient (< l s) was studied

Gamma-ray densitometer gives void
fraction and quality at the nozzle
inlet

Only jet impingement tests

Only two target distances, 258 and
644 mm (nominally 2 and 5 diameters
downstream distance)

Comparably small target (~ 15.5 D.)
which means that the jet area at 5 dia-
meter downstream distance might be
larger than the target area (Figure 4.6)

4.2.3 Equipment used in the Ontario Hydro

tests

Special features of the Ontario Hydro tests

were:

Nozzle diameters 25 - 100 mm

Free jet tests and impingement on pipe
D = 57 mm, L = 1 200 mm) and on flat
target (D = 950 mm)
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Only central probe in the free jet
tests (no4 radial profiles)

Only subcooled stagnation conditions

Special features of the FOG tests were:

Only saturated stagnation conditions
(liquid or steam)

Nozzle diameters 25 nun to 100 mm

Both free jet and jet impingement on
flat target

Large variety of discharge pipe lengths
and target distances

A square target (1 x 1 m), that possibly
not catches all the jet at the largest
nozzle-to-target distances

Free jet measurement only at ID and 3D
downstream distance with instrumented
profiles (Figure 4.7)

The equipment used for the Toshiba jet impinge-

ment and free jet tests is shown in Figures 4.8

and 4.9. The axial and radial free jet measure-

ment devices are shown on Figures 4.10 and 4.11

special features of the Toshiba tests were:

Nozzle diameter 30 mm

Long and short nozzles (fl/D s 0.03 and
0.2)

Photos of jet extensions

p , T , Ap and L in the reactor pressure
vessel

p and T for nozzle inlet and exit
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Radial temperature distribution and
axial pressure and temperature distri-
butions for free jet

Pressure distribution, load and accel-
eration for the flat target (diameter
500 mm)

Nozzle inlet void fraction (only water
blowdown tests

Figure 4.12 shows the test arrangement for the

Mitsubishi steam tests. Figure 4.13 shows a

schematic drawing of the corresponding arrangement

for the liquid tests. A more detailed drawing of

the nozzle and target used for the liquid tests

is shown in Figure 4.14. A different target

plate (not illustrated) was used for the steam

tests.

Special features for the Mitsubishi tests were.

Only jet impingement tests (flat plate)

Only short nozzles

Steam tests with a small diameter
nozzle (D. = 9.4 mm)

Liquid tests with three different
nozzle sizes (~ 10, 20 and 40 mm)

^^2^7 Eguigment_used_in_the_JFl_tests

Special features of the JF1 tests were:

Very small nozzle (D = 4.6 mm)

Only free jet tests

Long and short discharge pipes (fl/D =0.1
and 3.0 respectively)
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Mass flow measurements over finite time
periods by condensation of jet

Temperature and pressure measurements
along discharge pipe

Temperature and total pressure measure-
ments in free jet by moving pitot
(Figure 4.15)

The last item means that radial profiles were

obtained through measurements over a finite time

period, and axial profiles by lumping together

results from several tests with similar stagnation

conditions.

4.3 Accuracy

Much of the results discussed in the present

report are fetched manually from diagrams in

reports or articles. In such cases the degree of

accuracy is often determined by the accuracies

involved in such an extraction process. This

accuracy is often sufficient for the peak values.

When forces are computed by numerical integration

of the (often bell-shaped) radial target pressure

profiles, there is, however, a quite large

demand on absolute accuracy on the outermost

part of the profiles (since they correspond to a

quite large area), and here the accuracy is

often not sufficient. This might also be true

for the actually measured values, in particular

when there are too few radial measurement points.

A survey

follows.

of the tests with respect to accuracy

For the Marviken JIT tests, tables containing

measured data were available, and the accuracy

therefore as a rule sufficient. Exceptions are
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related to faulty probes (in particular for load

cells in some of the impingement tests) and

determination of relevant ambient pressure

(choice of probe).

The JAERI test results comprise basically two

diagrams with radial target pressure profiles,

and the relative accuracy for the outermost

parts of the profiles is therefore very bad.

The Ontario Hydro results presented here are

based on manual extraction of data from three

preliminary reports. The accuracy varies, depend-

ing on varying quality of the original diagrams

and in some free jet cases on bending of the

central probe during the test.

Data from the FOG tests were obtained from

magnetic tests and therefore the manual extrac-

tion procedure avoided. The main inaccuracies of

the FOG free jet data are instead related to the

hypothesis that temperatures could be used to

compute static pressures (probably incorrect),

to the possible inaccuracy of determination of

downstream distance (possibly fairly correct),

and to the very few (only two!) points in the

radial total pressure profiles (makes it imposs-

ible to determine peak values). For the FOG

impingement tests the situation is better and

the data probably quite reliable.

The Toshiba and Mitsubishi data are as a rule

extracted manually from diagrams. As for other

manually extracted curves, the high values have

sufficient accuracy, which low values could have

insufficent relative accuracy. For some Mitsubishi

profiles the number of radial measuremen points
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is also insufficient for numerical computation

of thrust forces.

The JF1 data are also often extracted from

diagrams. The main sources of inaccuracy is,

however, probably, as for the FOG tests, the

hypothesis to use temperatures to compute static

pressures and relative inaccuracies in the

determination of axial distances (due to the

very small scale of the test).
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Table 4.1

Summary of available jet test data

Tests No. of
avail
tests

Type
of
tests

Nominal
nozzle
diam
D mm

Flow
regimes

Range
of stag
pressures
MPa

Approx
range

of
L/D

n t s

JIT

Marviken 4

2

Free 200-509 A l l 1-5

Imp 300-509 A l l 1-5

Imp 200, 509 A l l 1-5

0.3-10

1.3-4 Flat target

5, 3 Cavity, pipe

JAERI

Ontario

Hydro

FOG

Genova

Toshiba

Mitsubishi

JF1

2

22

4

2

8

26

17

10

26+12

9+3

7+10

~7

Imp

Free

Imp

Drag

Free

Imp

Imp

Free

Imp

Imp

Imp

Free

129

25-100

25

25-75

75

50-100

50

12-30

10-30

10-43

9.4

4.6

Sat L

Subc

Subc

Subc

Sat L

Sat L

Sat S

All

All

Sat L

Sat S

All

~6

1-7

1-7

1-7

1-7

1-7

1-7

2-7

3-8

2-15

1-4

2.5 fl/DSl

1-30

1, 3, 9

3 Pipe

1, 3

2.6-50

5-100

0.3-3.8

2-10

4-28

6-6.6

6-22
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Table 4.2

Marviken JIT

Test

No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Nozzle
diam
(mm)

509

299

509

200

299

509

509

509

200

509

299

509

test summary

Initial

AT
(°C)

30

30

50

30

0

30

30

30

30

30

0

30

Type

of
target

None
it

it

it

it

"

Plate

Cavity

Plate
»

Pipe

Initial vessel pressure = 5 MPa

Deff = = ̂ DNom - D2

prope ' probe

Distance

to target
(mm)

-
-
-
-
-

2 060

1 049

1 048

644

643

1 501

Lt/DNom
or
L/Deff

1.0-2.2

1.8-3.9

.25-2.2

0.7-6.4

0.4-3.9

.25-2.2

4.05

2.06

(5.24)

1.27

2.15

(2.95)

for all tests.

= 100 mm

Remarks

Subc

Failed

Steam

Steam
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Table 4.3

Summary

Test
No.

19X>

201*

37

38

39

40

41

42

30

31

32

33

342>

352>

362>

26

27

28

29

over Ontario Hydro

Nozzle
diam
(mm)

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

75

75

75

75

75

75

75

100

100

100

100

Po

(MPa)

7.0-7.2

6.7-6.9

0.9-1.8

3.3-3.4

6.4-6.9

7.0-7.1

0.7-1.0

0.4-1.1

0.3-0.6

1.0-1.3

2.8-2.9

3.1-3.2

5.8-6.0

5.8-5.9

6.4-6.6

0.9-1.0

0.5-0.8

1.1-1.2

0.4-0.6

free jet

ATo

<°C)

20-21

26-28

15-44

19-20

22-26

19-24

20-34

19-52

7-28

17-28

10-23

2-26

0-30

2-30

0-20

40-46

9-20

3-17

11-17

tests

L/°eff

.7-6.1

.7-6.1

.45-13.6

.45-13.6

.45-13.6

.45-13.6

.45-13.6

.45-13.6

.13-4.0

.13-4.0

.13-4.0

.13-4.0

.13-4.0

.13-4.0

.13-4.0

.10-3.0

.10-3.0

.10-3.0

.10-3.0

1) Measured with probe A (somewhat unreliable)
Remining tests with probe B

2) Some results unreliable due to bent probe
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Table 4.4

Summary of available Ontario Hydro impingement
tests

Test

No

1

3

5

6

8

9

10

12

15X>

16X>

IT1»

181*

noz
(mm)

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

76

76

25

25

LT/D

1

1

1

1

3

3

3

9

1

3

3

9

Po

(MPa)

6.6

5.6

5.8

6.6

5.2-6.5

5.8-5.9

6.6-7.1

6.5-6.9

6.0-6.8

6.0-6.5

~1

~7

Subcooling

<°C)

28

50

35

28

16-54

36-40

6-30

12-36

9-47

11-26

-26

-28

1) Drag body tests, D b o- = 57 mm,

L. . = 1 219 mm. Remining tests are plate

impingement tests, D_ = 950 mm
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Table 4.5

FOG free jet test summary

Test
No.

100

101

102

103

104

105

106

107

Beam
distance
(mm)

225

225

225

225

75

75

75

75

Kiel
probe
distance

225

225

75

75

75

75

75

75

Initial
vessel
pressure
(NPa

5

5

5

5

5

5

6.7

7

Nozzle diameter = 75 nun in all free jet tests
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Table 4.6

FOG jet impingment tests with initially saturated
liquid

Test No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

17

18

19

20

21

22

24

25

26

27

28

29

DN
(mm)

50

50

50

50

50

50

50

50

50

50

50

50

50

75

75

75

75

75

75

100

100

100

100

100

100

Initial
pressure

(MPa)

7

7

6

6

5

3

7

7

6

6

5

3

7

7

7

6

6

5

7

7

7

6

6

5

7

W
15.9

15.9

15.9

15.9

15.9

15.9

92.3

92.3

92.3

92.3

92.3

92.3

92.3

12.9

12.9

12.9

12.9

12.9

12.9

9.7

9.7

9.7

9.7

9.7

9.7

9.3

9.3

9.3

9.3

9.3

9.3

5.2

5.2

5.2

5.2

5.2

5.2

20.7

3.4

3.4

3.4

3.4

3.4

13.7

2.6

2.6

2.6

2.6

2.6

10.3

L* = Lp/Di, L* =LT/Di, Di S 0.968*

Initial water level Z = 2 400 irm
o
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Table 4.7

FOG jet impingement tests with saturated steam

Test i.

31

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

4501

46

53

54

56

57

58

59

6002

Initial
pressure
(MPa)

7

7

7

6

6

5

3

7

4

7

7

7

6

5

3

7

7

L . /I

15.9

15.9

15.9

15.9

15.9

15.9

15.9

15.9

15.9

92.3

92.3

92.3

92.3

92.3

92.3

92.3

92.3

" * .

9.3

9-3

9.3

9.3

9.3

9.3

9.3

20.3

103.3

5.3

5.2

5.2

5.2

5.2

5.2

20.7

20.7

In all tests DM = 50 mm
ND- s C.968 D-. = 48.4 mm was used to compute

£•* and L*
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Table 4.8

Summary of reported Toshiba free jet static
pressure profiles

Stagnation Norm

conditions nozzle Type Normalized
prt Void or length of axial distances

subcooling L^^/D profile L/Dfea

3.0

1.95

1.53

2.78

3.41

3.69

1.63

2.84

3.43

3.70

3.85

3.00

1.95

L=100 %

L=100 %

L=100 %

L=60 %

L=0 %

AT=10K

L=100 %

L=60 %

L=0 %

AT=10K

L=100 %

L=100 %

L=100 %

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

21

21

21

21

2.5

2.5

2.5

axial
•i

••

•i

«

•i

it

'•

»

radial
n

ti

0-3.85

0-3.85

0-1.95

0-1.95

0-1.95

0-1.95

0-1.95

0-1.95

0-1.95

0-1.95

0.85

0.85

0.85

Nozzle diameter D. s 30 mm
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Table 4.9

Summary of reported Toshiba impingement tests

Stagnation
conditions
P Void or
MPa subcool^.ig

5.9

4.9

3.9

1.39

2.38

6.2-6.

3.23

6.4-6.

3.46

1.88

2.38

3.41

3.60

o=100 %

0=100 %

o=100 %

o=100 %

a=60 %

.7 o=0 %

a=0 %

.8 AT=-8K

AT=-10K

a=100 %

a=60 %

a=0 %

AT=-10K

Norm
nozzle
length

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

21

21

21

21

Normalized
target distances

2,

2,

2,

2

2

2,

2

2,

2

2

2

2

2

3,

3,

3,

3,

3,

4, 5,

4, 5,

4, 5,

4, 6,

4, 6,

10

10

10

8, 10

8, 10

Nozzle diameter D. s 30 mm
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Table 4.10

Reported Mitsubishi impingement tests with
steam

Stagnation
pressure Normalized
p target distances

MPa

4.02
3 .08
3 .04
2 .06
1.08

.59, . 96 , 1 .5 , 2 . 3 , 3 . 3 , 4 . 5 , 6 .6
2.3
.96, 2 . 3 , 3 . 3 , 4 . 5 , 6 .6
.96, 2 . 3 , 6.6
.96

Nozzle diameter D. = 9.4 mm

Table 4.11

Reported Mitsubishi impingement tests with
initially subcooled flow regime

Run no. Initial stagnation values Break Norm
diam target

•o

MPa

D. mm distance
LT/Di

HIKT 201

MIKT 202

MIKT 203

HIKT 204

NIKT 205

MIKT 206

MIKT 207

MIKT 208

MIKT 208-2

6.6

14.5

14.7

6.7

14.5

6.5

6.7

6.9

6.7

27

41

23

16

31

18

13

21

21.2
21.2
21.2
10.7
10.5

39.1
40.8
34.8
38.2

13.7
13.7
13.7
27.1
27.6
6.65
9.95

4.31
3.93

Target s ize : 1 100 mm (27 - 105
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Table 4.12

Reported racial profiles for JF1 teraperatures or total

Test No

375
262
260
248
268
344
374
256
258

229
78
80
87
86

263
267
259
290
291
292

31
30
176
24

352
353
354
356

133
134
231
137
238
29
23d
238
232

.1

.1

.2

.4

Nozzle
length

(mm)

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

500
500
500
500
500

50
50
50
50
50
50

500
500
500
500
500

50
50
50
50

500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500

Stagn

cond

sat.
sat.
sat.
sat.
sat.
sat.
sat.
sat.
sat.

sat.
sat.
sat.
sat.
sat.

sat.
sat.
sat.
sat.
sat.
sat.

sat.
sat.
sat.
sat.
sat.

-18K
-2 OK
-24K
-2 OK

-19K
-14K
-18K
-17K
-20K
-17K
-15K
-17K
-12K

s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s

s
s
s
s
s

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

po
(MPa)

20.0
18.5
18.0
18.5
17.4
18.9
19.0
16.3
14.0

19.1
13.0
12.7
12.0
12.0

22.3
22.6
23.0
22.9
23.0
21.5

22.3
21.7
24.0
22.1
7

15.0
17.2
17.0
17.3

18.9
17.0
21.9
19.2
22.5
22.6
2.2.0
23.4
20.6

Norm
axial
distance
L/D

13
2.2
3.3
4 3
5.4
7.6
9.8

16.3
21.7

1.1
2.2
4.3
5.4

16.3

1.3
2.2
3.3
5.4
7.6
9.8

1.7
2.2
5.4
9.8

16.3

0.65
1.3
2.2
3.8

2.2
3.3
5.4
9.8
2.2
3.3
5.4
9.8

16.3

Profile

type1)

P/T
P/T
p
P/T
p
p
P/T
P/T
P
P/T
P
P
T
P/T
P/T
P/T
P/T
P
P
P
P
P,T
P/T
P
P/T
P/T
P
P/T
P/T
P/T
P
P,T
P/T
P/T
P
P,T
P/T
P

Nozzle diameter D. = 4.6 mm

*•' T * Temperature, p = Total pressure
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5. NOZZLE CONDITIONS

Although not a primary task of the JITEV study,

nozzle conditions were touched upon (P20), since

they set border conditions for the jet. Exit

pressure measurements (static pressure) were

available from the Ontario Hydro (only subcooled

flow), JFl and Marviken tests, with nozzle

diamters ranging from 4.6 mm (JFl) to 500 mm

(Marviken).

For the steam flow regime good agreement between

classical theory and the available test results

was observed.

For the subcooled flow regime the small scale

JFl tests gave slightly different results than

the larger scale tests. Two sets of simple

correlations describing the test results was

constructed.

For saturated liquid the exit pressure depends

on the flow quality, uad generally falls between

the values for steam flow and for slightly

subcooled flow wiht the same stagnation pressure.

5.1 Steam flow regime

Classical theory predicts for critical flow of

an ideal gas:

= <kTT>
2 ,k/(k-l).

stag (1)

For long discharge pipes this could be extended

to

(2)
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where C. = 0.55 for superheted steam (k = 1.30)
(2a)

C, = = 0.58 for drysaturated steam
(* = 1.135) (2b)

and. f s 0.01 (2c)

The JF1 tests, with 1 s 10D and 1 s 300D, showed

results corresponding to CL between 0.56 and

0.59, and the Marviken JIT-4 test indicated

values of C 1 around 0.55.

The temperature drop corresponding to the press-

ure drop is A T p i p e = TSAT(Pstag) - TSAT(pfi),

which approximately corresponds to

for 0.5 MPa < p . < 7*stag MPa

(3)

(3a)

5.2 Saturated liquid and 2-phase flow

Both the JF1 and the Marviken data indicate that

the exit pressure ratio Pe/Po sinks quite rapidly

from a value around 0.8 for zero percent stagna-

tion quality (= zero degree stagnation subcooling)

to the saturated steam value of 0.58, for a

steam quality somewhere around 10 %. The

1/Vl • fl/D law seems applicable, as judged from

the JF1 data.

5.3 Subcooled flow regime

For high absolute values of stagnation subcooling

(and short nozzles) the exit pressure is close

to the saturation pressure corresponding to the

stagnation temperature of thw water. This indi-

cates an approximately constant temperature

throughout the nozzle.
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For smaller lower values of the stagnation subcooling

the exit pressure is lower than the saturation

curve, indicating a temperature drop in the

nozzle. An analysis (performed on the available

subcooled data from the JF1, Ontario Hydro and

Marviken tests) shows that these data are quite

.rell represented by a commong and simple formula

ÄTpipe "

(1 + fl/D)

" Tamb "C2Atstag'

(4)

p e = PSAT (4a)

where T . = Saturation pressure corresponding
to ambient pressure

AT . = Temperature drop in the nozzle
p p or pipe

and 0.3 < C 2 < 0.6

No attempt was made to find a "best" value of

C2- In fact, there were evidently some small but

not totally negligible differences in p for

identical stagnation conditions between the test

series, so a total correspondance is not possible.

One possible cause of this difference between

test data and between test data and theoretical

formulas is that the measurement location,

defining the exit pressure, was somewhat upstream

of the exit plane and varied between the tests.

Sample results from the test data comparison are

shown in Figures 5.1 through 5.4. The symbols

denote test data, while the lines show values

predicted by formula 4 (C2 = 0.3 in Figures 5.1

and 5.2, C2 = 0.6 in Figures 5.3 and 5.4.

Figure 5.1 shows Ontario Hydro data for
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5 MPa < p < 7 MPa, Figure 5.2, Marviken data

for 2 MPa < p < 5 MPa, Figure 5.3 JF1 data for

p = 2 MPa and finally Figure 5.4 JF1 data for

the long nozzle (fl/D = 3) and p Q ~ 2 MPa.
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6. CROSS-SECTIONAL JET EXTENSION

There are essentially two types of jet areas or

diameters that have been used in the literature

to characterize the experimentally observed cross-

sectional jet extension:

•'he total jet extension (visible extension)

The haIf-value extension.

The total jet extension may be measured in

different ways, either by photographic means, or

by pressure or temperature sensors. The most

common method to estimate the total jet extension

is by means of photo, because of its simplicity.

The photo method usually involves manual measure-

ments in order to transfer the results to data.

The pressure or temperature methods give point-

wise results, including measurement errors, and

usually require some interpolation/extrapolation

method and also a "stop criterion" to determine

the extent of the jet. Due to measurement inaccu-

racies and possible pressure undershoots, ambient

pressure is not a good stop criterion. In the

analysis of the small-scale JF1 tests (P7) the

stop criteria used were p < 1.05 bar or T £ 100°C.

The half-value extension is the cross-sectional

extension outside of which the overpressure

(above ambient pressure) is less than 50 % of

the peak or axis value.

This quantity is quite well defined for single-

peak bellshaped profiles, but less well defined

for multiple-peak profiles. In the latter case

different approaches could be used. In the

present report the total area enclosed within
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the outermost radius, for which the overpressure

is 50 % of the peak value, has normally been

used.

Different results are also obtained depending on

whether static, total or target pressure are

used to determine the jet ext at (whether half-

value or total extent).

It is often convenient to describe the jet

extension in relation to the asymptotic jet area

AJJ or jet diameter D M = V̂ A-j/n predicted by the

Moody theory (see Chapter 3), or the corresponding

normalized quantities A* = **/*BXi +
 an^ D*

where D* = VÄ"*IT
* M

n

6.1 Cross-sectional free jet diameters

The JF1 and Toshiba test results contains photos

and diagrams on the visible extent of free jet

cones. A couple of these are reproduced here in

Figures 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3. These Figures gives an

impression of the jet (Figure 6.1) and the

variation due to different test parameters (6.2

and 6.3), as well as an understanding of the

errors related to measurement, manual extraction

of data and turbulent behaviour of the jet

borders.

An analysis was made of the jet expansion patterns

for the Toshiba and the JF1 tests (P24). This

analysis indicated that it might be possible to

characterize the visible extent of the jet by

fairly simple formulas.

When divided by the asymptotic effective normalized

diameter DM* = VA(X)/Ae according to the Moody
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theory see Chapter 3 and plotted against

(L* = L/D), quite good fits for Dj* = f>iB+/Vi
 a r e

obtained by the following curves in the interval

3 < L* < 30 (see Figure 6.4).

( 1 )

(2)"

Dj*/DM*

Dj*/DM*

l iquid

= 0

= 0

. 5 5

.36

+ 0.45 for steam

0.20 for saturated

(3) Dj*/D * = 0.32 Jh*~+ 0.32 for slightly
subcooled liquid

Curves (2) and (3) are based on quite few tests

and could perhaps be joined in a single formaula,

say

(4) Dj*/£>M* = 0.34

subcooled

+ 0.26 for saturated and

The normalized Moody diameter D * for steam is

quite well predicted by

(5) D M* = 0.53 VPO/PW for 10 < po/Po6 < 100

For the liquid jets it might be possible to

obtain even simpler relations for the visible

extent of the jet. In Figure 6.5 we see the

results obtained for subcooled and saturated

jets fall within fairly narrow bands when Dj* is

plotted against JL*~. Except for some possibly

anomalous results the normalized visible diameter

shows a quite good fit for the whole interval

covered (0 < L* < 25) to the formula

(6) Dj* = 4.4 /L*~*+ 1 for liquid

Returning to Figure 6.4 we may observe that the

visible jet extension exceeds the predicted

effective asymtotic (Moody) extension at around
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L* = 1 for the steam jet and at around L* = 4

for the liquid jets.

It should be emphasized that the preceeding

formulas are based on quite few test results

with small nozzles and that the variation around

the average is sometimes large, partly ue to

natural variations in the jet extension due to

turbulence, partly due to other reasons (obser-

vation prolems due to small dimensions etc).

Therefore these formulas should be used with

great care.

6.2 Jet diameter on a flat target

The Mitsubishi test report (J2) contains a

couple of diagrams for half-value jet radius on

a flat target versus downstream distance. This

quantity was also possible to obtain from the

other test results by inspection of the radial

target pressure profiles. The steam data are

plotted on Figure 6.6 and all the Mitsubishi

data on Figure 6.7.

The Mitsubishi report also supplies, explicitly

or implicitly, formulas for the jet half-value

diameter:

(8)

Dj*0.5, - = °-90 <PO/Pa
)0'47 f o r N2

(Nitrogen)

Dj* - M = 0.86 (p r t/p a)
0* 5 0 for saturated

steam

These formulas appear to be based on tests with

D i = 21.2 mm, L*T =13.7 and 0.9 £ p < 2.3 MPa

for N2, and tests with = 9.4 mm, L*_ =4.3

and 6.6, and 1 < p Q < 4 MPa for steam.
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As we shall see later on (Chapter 10) asymptotic

properties for the target center pressure are

probably not attained until roughly 10 diameters

downstream of the exit for steam, and therefore

these results should not be overemphasized.

For saturated and subcoolec •iguid the situation

is more complicated. The very limited amount of

data for these conditions does not allow any

definite conclusion.

One somewhat surprising point is that saturated

and subcooled flows appear to behave opposite to

each other conerning the influence of stagnation

pressure and nozzle length. The half-value

diameter appears to decrease with increasing

nozzle length and increase wiht increasing

stagnation pressure for saturated liquid and

have the opposite relations for subcooled flow.

This observation is, however, based on only six

test results.
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7. RADIAL PROFILES FOR FREE JET PRESSURES

In the present, chapter radial, free jet profiles

for static '.ad total pressures are analyzed.

Unfortur ly, the number of independent and

reli?> *-• profiles is small, in particular for

stjtic pressures and for the subcooled flow

3ime. Only the Marviken and the JF1 tests

supply results on static and total pressures for

all flow regimes: steam, saturated liquid and

subcooled liquid. A main source of abiguity is

therefore that these two test series give quite

different results. The difference could be real,

i.e depend on the completely different scales of

the tests (defined by nozzle diameters), but a

more probable reason is that the JF1 tests, or

the evaluation of the tests, contains some kind

of systematic error. The latter hypothesis is

supported by the Toshiba results for the static

pressure profiles in the steam flow regime, as

well as by the Toshiba and Ontario Hydro results

for axial pressure profiles (next chapter).

Below follows a discussion of the data sources

used and the quality of these data (section 7.1).

Then the radial profiles for steam (section 7.2),

saturated liquid (section 7.3) and subcooled

liquid (section 7.4) flow regimes are discussed.

Note, that the Marviken free jet tests (as well

as the Toshiba and Ontario Hydro free jet tests)

had a central probe arrangement, and that there-

fore the first radial measurement is made at

around 50 mm from the geometrical axis, corre-

sponding to R/D = 0.2 for tests 1, 3 and 6 and

R/D =0.35 for tests 2 and 5. (The resultats

from test No 4 are not referred to, due to data
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uncertainties). These measurements are referred

to as "axis" data in the following, although on

the radial graphs they are indicated on their

geometrical locations 0.2D and 0.35D, respectively,

away from the axis. The same arguments also hold

for the Toshiba and Ontario Hydro data, although

only the Toshiba tests supply any ra. al profiles

(for steam flow).

7.1 Data sources and data quality

Radial profiles for free jet pressures are

available from the Marviken, Toshiba, FOG and

JF1 tests.

The Toshiba results comprise only three diagrams

with radial static pressure profiles for steam

flow, measured at a downstream distance of 0.85D

from the nozzle outlet.

The FOG (only saturated flow regime) and JF1

static pressure profiles were computed from

measured temperatures, and for some reason this

procedure does not seem justified. The FOG total

pressure profiles consist only of two points (i.e

two different radial distances), with somewhat

unreliable radial distance, and are therefore of

quite limited value.

Also the Marviken profiles contain certain

limitations. The static pressure profiles in the

steam flow regime are as a rule obtained for

such far downstream distances, that the static

pressure has essentially dissipated. Due to the

test scheme used, the stagnation conditions form

a fairly narrow band in the (p , AT )-plane.

Still, the Marviken tests are the only ones that
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give fairly reliable and comprehensive free jet

radial profiles for most stagnation conditions.

In short, there are only a very limited amount

of reliable and comprehensive static pressure

profiles available, while for the radial total

pressure profiles the situation is slightly

better.

7.2 Radial free jet profiles for steam flow

regime

In this section it is shown that the Toshiba and

Marviken steam flow static pressure profiles for

L = 0.85D are quite similar, while the JF1

temperature based profiles are quite different.

The total pressure profiles for the Marviken and

the JF1 tests are, however, less different and a

comparison of far-away of JF1 tests with the

Moody prediction for asymptotic behaviour is

also fairly good.

7i2il §£atic_gressure_grofiles

Figure 7.1 shows three pairs of free jet static

pressure profiles obtained for steam flow in the

Marviken and the Toshiba tests for L = 0.85D and

for stagnation pressures between 1.95 MPA and

3.85 MPa. The figure is copied directly from the

Toshiba test report (J3) and therefore not

normalized in pressures. The correspondance

between the Marviken and Toshiba results is

good. Figure 7.2 shows Mar-'iken results for

Po s 4.8 MPa and PQ s 2.0 MPa. In the latter

diagram are also included results from the JF1

tests, based on temperature measurements. These

are considerably higher than the Marviken re-

sults and considered not representative of

actual static pressures.
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Figure 7.3 shows radial total pressure profiles

obtained in the Narviken test No 5 for steam

flow and stagnation pressures between 2 NPa and

4.8 NPa, and for downstream distances of 1.78D

and 3.55D. The more far away profiles (3.55D)

show off-axis peaks for all of these cases,

while of the closer profiles only the 3 NPa case

exhibits such a tendency.

Figure 7.4 shows similar profiles for the JF1

tests, with P ~ 1.9 NPa and for downstream

distances in the range 1.3D - 21.7D. Off-axis

peaks are present for downstream distances

roughly between 3D and 10D. The profiles for

L > 2D are fairly similar (at least in order of

magnitude) to the "top hat" model prediction

according to the Moody theory, although the most

far away profiles indicate more flat and broad

profiles than the prediction.

In Figure 7.5 are shown Narviken and JF1 steam

flow total pressure profiles for similar pressu-

res and downstream distances. A slight similarity

could be observed, but in general the Narviken

results are lower or considerably lower than the

corresponding JF1 results (compare also the

corresponding axial profiles, Section 8.2.3,

Figure 8.4).

7.3 Radial free jet profiles for saturated

flow regime

Radial free jet profiles for saturated liquid

were obtained only from the Marviken, FOG and

JF1 tests. As will be demonstrated below, the

static pressure profiles differ widely between

the Marviken tests and the temperature based

profiles for the two Italian tests.
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The total pressure profiles (Harviken and JF1)

are less different and the asymptotic behaviour

is fairly well approximated by the Moody "top

hat" model. Low quality two-phase jets are

similar to liquid jets and high-quality two-phase

jets similar to steam jets.

Figure 7.6 shows free jet static pressure profiles

obtained for saturated flow in the Harviken, FOG

and JF1 tests. For the Marviken tests, only the

profile closest to the nozzle (L = 0.5D) shows a

value significantly above zero, while the FOG

and JF1 profiles do so even for L = 2.2D. Whether

this is an effect of the scale of the tests, or

if it has to do with other differences (e.g that

the FOG and JF1 test results were computed from

temperature measurements) is not definitively

ascertained. Comparisons with the Toshiba profiles

in the steam flow regime and with the Toshiba

axial profiles for the saturated flow regime

tend to contradict the scale effect hypothesis.

Figure 7.7 shows free jet total pressure profiles

obtained in the Marviken and JF1 tests. These

profiles are fairly consistent, although the

relation between the Marviken profile at 2.2D and

the JF1 profile at 2.0D is opposite to what

would be expected.

JF1 profiles for larger downstream distances are

shown in Figure 7.8. They give a consistent

trend as function of L/D, and the two most far

away profiles (L/D = 7.6 and 9.8) approximately

correspond to the theoretical values for an
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asymptotic "top hat" profile, as described in

the Moody theory (Chapter 3).

As will be discussed later stagnation conditions

with high steam quality (roughly for void > 65 %)

give rise to jets with properties similar to

steam jets, while stagnation conditions with

lower steam quality give rise to jets similar to

jets from saturated liquid. This is examplified

in Figure 7.9, where subpicture A shows a low-

quality jet and subpictures B and C high-quality

jets.

7.4 Radial free jet profiles for subcooled

flow regime

' idial free jet profiles for the subcooled flow

Tsgime were obtained only for the Marviken and

>'F1 tests. Since the JF1 results, at least for

static pressures, are somewhat unreliable, and

the Marviken results are somewhat limited (small

band in the (pQ, ATQ)-plane and relatively small

number of measurement points), more test results

for subcooled flow profiles would be valuable.

7i4il

Figure 7.10 shows radial static pressure profiles

in the subcooled flow regime for the Marviken

and JF1 tests for ATQ s -20°C. At first glance

the two tests seem to give almost identical

results, but note, that the normalized distances

are roughly 50 % larger for the JF1 test, than

for the corresponding Marviken curves. Again,

since only the Marviken and JF1 results are

available, no definite conclusions could be made

as to the cause of difference, but the Marviken
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results are presumably less in error than the

JF1 results.

In Figure 7.11 is shown radial static pressure

profiles for different degrees of subcooling.

The profiles are uniformly decreasing with

decreasing subcooling for L = 1.2D, but not for

L = 0.5D (Subfigure 7.11 A).

Figure 7.12 shows radial total pressure profiles

for the Marviken and JF1 tests in the subcooled

flow regime with AT = -20°C. The profiles give

a fairly consistent trend, although the JF1 curve

for L = 2.2D is slightly higher close to the axis

than the Harviken results for 2.0);. On the con-

trary, the Harviken results for R > 0.5D seem

slightly higher than the corresponding JF1 results.

Figure 7.13 shows radial total pressure profiles

for Marviken results with subcooling varying

between 5.6°C and 43°C for downstream distances

equal to 1.00 (subfigure 7.13 A) and 2.0D (sub-

figure 7.13 B) respectively. For both distances

larger cubcooling gives higher total pressure at

these downstream distances. For 1.0D the case

with 43°C subcooling exhibits a slight tendency

for an off-axis peak value of the total pressure.

7.5 Parametric studies

Within the parametric study of the Marviken data,

a couple of results were obtained for the radial

profiles.
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7.5.1 Dependence of steam jet profile on

stagnation_gressure

Both shape and magnitude of the static and total

axial pressure profiles were similar for various

steam flow conditions within the JIT data set. A

slight tendency existed for decreased normalized

pressures with decreased stagnation pressures as

illustrated in Figure 7.14. This tendency was,

however, not observed in the small scale tests

and could depend on test-specific reasons.

7.5.2 Dependence of jet profile on sub-

cooling

Figures 7.15 and 7.16 illustrate the influence

of subcooling on the radial static and radial

total pressure profiles, respectively. Nozzle

diameter and nozzle entrance stagnation pressure

were constant for the two figures. Close scrutiny

of the radial static profile revealed that at

0.5 diameters downstream, the low subcooling

profile was higher than the high subcooling

profile, while at 1.2 diameters downstream, the

reverse order was present. This shows the high

subcooling case penetrated farther below the

nozzle before dissipation, and was consistent

with the cross-over in axial static profiles.
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8. AXIAL PROFILES FOR FREE JET PRESSURES

The present chapter presents axial profiles for

static pressure and total pressure.

Section 8.1 discusses the data sources and data

quality.

Sections 8.2, 8.3 and 8.4 discuss the profiles

for steam, saturated (and two phase) liquid and

subcooled liquid respectively.

Section 8.5, finally presents some partial

results on the influence of long nozzles vs

short nozzles.

8.1 Data sources and data quality

Axial profiles for free jet static and total

pressure were obtained mainly from the Marviken

and JF1 tests. Some data were also obtained from

the tests by Toshiba (only static pressure),

Ontario Hydro (only static pressure, and only

for the subcooled flow regime), and FOG (only

static pressure and saturated flow regime).

The static pressure data for JF1 and FOG were

computed as saturation pressures corresponding

to measured temperatures. This procedure had

been shown to give good correspondence for the

temperatures and static pressures measured in

the Marviken JIT tests. It seems, however, that

for some reason, this procedure gave by far too

high static pressure for the FOG and JF1 tests,

at least for the downstream distances closest to

the nozzle (i.e where comparisons with other

tests were possible). Therefore the results for

the FOG and JF1 static pressures should as a rule
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be used with some care or disregarded, except

possibly for the long-distant JF1 values.

Some of the Harviken and Ontario Hydro tests did

also give unreliable results due to equipment

failures, but these test data have as a rule

been avoided or given with remarks on applica-

bility.

The JF1 and Marviken radial profiles for some

stagnation conditions and downstream distances

exhibit off-axis peaks larger than the axis

values. This has been indicated in some plots.

The magnitudes of the Harviken off-axis peaks

are, however, hard to determine, due to the

scarcity of radial measurement points.

To conclude, fairly reliable test results for

free jet static pressure were obtained from the

Marviken, Ontario Hydro (only subcooled) and

Toshiba tests, and fairly reliable total pressure

results from the Marviken and JF1 tests.

8.2 Axial free jet profiles for the steam

flow regime

The results for static and total pressure axial

free steam jet profiles are discussed in this

section. It is demonstrated that the normalized

quantities give a good representation of the

static pressure profiles for steam measured in

the Marviken and Toshiba tests, while larger

differences exist between the axial total pressure

profiles for the Marviken and JF1 tests.

The asymptotic values of Ptot (JF1 tests) corre-

spond quite well to the theoretical predictions

(Moody).
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Both shape and magnitude of the static and total

axial pressure profiles were similar for various

steam flow conditions within the Marviken JIT

data set. A slight tendency existed for decreased

normalized pressures with decreased stagnation

pressures as illustrated in Figure 8.1.

Figure 8.2 shows that the variation is quite

uniform over the interval 2 MPa £ p < 5 MPa

for the test JIT-5, and also for test JIT-2

(except for the value for p =3.3 MPa, L* = -0.16)

This indicated that the variation is not coinci-

dent i al, but depends either on the physics of

the test, or on drift in the test equipment.

The variation corresponds roughly to a change

by 0.01 in normalized pressure p* (static or

total) for a change of stagnation pressure

by 1 MPa.

8.2.2 Axial static pressure profiles for steam

flow

The axial static pressure profiles obtained in

the Marviken and Toshiba tests also showed good

agreement (Figure 8.3), with the large scale,

Marviken results (D = 282 mm, p =1.98 MPa)

possibly slighly lower than the corresponding

Toshiba results (D = 30 om, p = 1.95 MPa).

8.2.3 Axial total pressure profiles for steam

flow

Only the Marviken and JF1 test supply results on

free jet total pressure (Figure 8.4). There is a

significant difference between the results

obtained in the Marviken tests and the JF1
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tests. The small scale JF1 tests show higher

total pressures for the entire interval

1.2 < L* < 5.3, where comparison is possible.

The JF1 radial profiles show a double peak

behaviour, having off-axis peaks higher than the

axis value approximately for 1.5 < L* < 7.5.

The Marviken test JIT-5 also exhibites such a

behaviour, although an exact determination of the

off-axis peak is not possible due to scarcity of

radial measurements. An indication of a minimum

value for this peak is given in Figure 8.4.

The JF1 peak (= axis) total pressure values for

L* > 8 fairly well correspond to the predicted

values for 0.5 pu2 according to the Moody theory

(Chapter 3).

Whether the difference between the Marviken

results and the JF1 total pressure results in the

steam flow region is a scale effect, or depends

on other reasons is not possible to ascertain,

since no other test data to compare with were at

hand.

8.3 Axial free jet profiles for saturated

' liquid and two-phase flow

In this section it is demonstrated that the

normalized quantities describe the axial free

jet profiles for saturated and two-phase liquid

fairly well, provided that a distinction is made

between low-quality (void < 65 %) and high-quality

(void > 65 %) fluid. Exceptions from this rule

are as usual the FOG and JF1 static pressures

computed from temperatures.
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Double peak behaviour was encountered also for

the tests with saturated liquid, but less signi-

ficant than for the steam flow region.

The asymptotic values of P t o t (JF1 tests) corre-

spond fairly well with the Moody predictions.

8.3.1 Results from the Marviken parameter

studY_for_saturated_liguid

Axial free jet profiles in the saturated flow

regime were characterized by comparatively high

normalized static pressures in the nozzle, such

that the dissipation to ambient pressure occurred

in approximately the same number of diameters

downstream as for the single phase regimes.

The high nozzle pressures resulted from lower

critical flow, lower nozzle velocities, and

therefore a lower dynamic head than for the

subcooled cases. The sharp gradient outside the

nozzle occurred in part because there was already

nucleation in the upstream flow.

Profiles earlier presented in the JIT Summary

Report (S4,MXD-301) illustrated that the norma-

lized pressure term p* effectively accounted

for variations in the nozzle entrance stagnation

pressure for constant quality and nozzle diameter

(Figure 8.5). The nearly identical profiles

substantiated the linear relationship between

the static pressure in the jet with the upstream

stagnation pressure.

There were no Marviken JIT data to make a direct

comparison of saturated profiles with different

diameters but with constant qualities and constant
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stagnation pressures. Therefore, comparisons

were made assuming the linear relationship of

static pressure with nozzle entrance stagnation

pressure was valid for cases in which both

diameter and stagnation pressure varied. A

typical example is shown in Figure 8.6. Even

though stagnation pressure varied by over 30 %

and the diameters varied by over 50 %, the

dimensionless profiles showed remarkable agree-

ment. Comparison of these profiles, and other

profiles with saturated flow from references

JITEV-4 (P4) and MXD-301 (S4) illustrated the

adequacy of the dimensionless parameters in

accounting for the effects of diameter and

stagnation pressure in the saturated flow regime

with constant quality.

Fluid quality in the saturated regime was in-

vestigated in MXD-301(S4), where some variations

were noted between high and low quality cases.

These variations were particularly evident in

the nozzle and near the nozzle exit. Using the

profiles generated in JITEV-4(P4), further

comparisons were made to investigate the influ-

ence of quality. It was noted that in some

cases, such as those shown in Figures 8.7 and

8.8, agreement was very good. However, when

comparing profiles where fluid quality was very

low in one profile and relatively high in the

other, the ageement was not as good (see

Figure 8.9). Profiles with qualities above a few

percent were found to have essentially the same

characteristics as single phase flow.

To explain this behaviour, the stagnation void

fractions at the nozzle entrance were investi-

gated and listed on the figures for reference.
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Comparisons of the above profiles as well as a

number of saturated flow profiles from

JITEV-4(P4) revealed that the profiles with

void fractions below about 65 % (Figure 8.7)

were significantly different than those with

void fractions above 65 % (Figure 8.8) For the

Jli 'ata, a nozzle inlet void fraction of 65 %

(fluid quality of about 4 %) combined with a mass

flux of the order 10 000 kg/(s,m2) corresponded

to a transition from a churn-turbulent bubbly

flow to a mist flow (E2, U21). Mist flow is

sometimes referred to as spray, dispersed,

liquid defficient, or droplet flow, and is

characterized by relatively high vapor veloci-

ties that fragment and entrain the liquid drops.

With mist flow at the nozzle entrance, and

continued flashing in the nozzle, the flow at the

nozzle exit would increasingly assume the charac-

teristics of steam flow. Indeed, free jet static

axial pressure profiles with nozzle entrance

void fractions over 65 % were virtually indis-

tinguishable from the pure steam profiles.

Interestingly, the normalized total axial pressure

profiles (not shown) also experienced a slight

change in magnitude as the void fraction changed

from below to above 65 %. Unlike the static

axial profiles, the total axial profiles increased

in magnitude with incrasing void fraction.

Likewise the total radial profiles, Figure 8.10,

also increased slightly with increasing void

fraction. This implied that the reduction in

normalized static pressure with increasing void

fraction corresponded to an increased dynamic

head, which was consistent with head calculations

in the discharge pipe.
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8.3.2 Axial static pressure pi files from

In Figure 8.11 is shown axial profiles for

saturated or slightly subcooled flow regimes in

a number of Marviken, Ontario Hydro, FOG, and

JF1 tests. The picture is rather scattered,

partly due to the large differences in stagnation

conditions, but except for the two Italian tests,

the static pressure essentially dissipates be-

tween L* = 1 and L* = 2.

8.3.3 Total pressure profiles for saturated

liguid

In Figure 8.12 is shown axial free jet total

pressure profiles from the Marviken and JF1

tests with two-phase, saturated or slightly

subcooled flow regimes. As usual, the JF1 test

results are somewhat higher than the Marviken

results. The Marviken radial profiles show some

double peak behaviour at L* = 2, indicated by

the dashed line.

The JF1 peak values after L* = 5 correspond

roughly to the asymptotic Moody theory prediction

for 0.5 pu2/(pQ - pw) s 0.01.

8.4 Axial free jet profiles for subcooled

flow

There are a great number of axial free jet

pressure profiles available for the subcooled

flow regime. Due to the additional degree of

freedom compared to saturated flow regimes (e.g

degrees subcooling), a systematic treatment could

be made in many ways.
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In Section 8.4.1 is presented some results from

the Marviken parameter study.

In Section 8.4.2 static pressure profiles from

the Ontario Hydro tests with subcooling ranging

from 8 K to 20 K are presented. These give a

qualitative /cture of the measurement errors in

the Ontario Hydro tests.

In Section 8.4.3, results from the Ontario Hydro

tests with stagnation pressures ranging from

0.5 NPa to 6.4 MPa, and with subcoolings ranging

from 0 K to 50 K are presented.

In Section 8.4.4 an attempt is made to systematize

the results for some given values of downstream

distance L* = 4D.

In Section 8.4.5 some tctal pressure profiles

are discussed.

8.4.1 Results from the Marviken parameter

study

The choice of normalizing parameters for pressure

and diameter proved effective in accounting for

the influence of different diameters and different

stagnation pressures at conditions of constant

nozzle entrance subcooling in the Marviken JIT

tests. For example Figure 8.13 shows two static

axial profiles with similar upstream conditions

but with different diameter nozzles. Dissipation

of the static pressure field is essentially the

same for the two cases. Likewise, cases with

both different diameters and nozzle entrance

stagnation pressures (but with constant nozzle

entrance subcooling) are very similar as shown

in Figure 8.14.
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In the two previous figures, the profiles from

the smaller diameter nozzle dissipated slightly

closer to the nozzle exit than did those of the

larger nozzle. This effect may have resulted

from the somewhat larger ratio of wetted perimeter

to nozzle diameter for the small diameter nozzle

as compared to the large diameter nozzle. Use of

effective diameter to account for the presence

of the cental probe, while adequate, could

possibly have been improved by further considera-

tion of the wetted perimeters.

Nozzle entrance stagnation subcooling had a

significant influence on the static and total

axial profiles as illustrated in Figure 8.15.

Both types of profiles clearly show the case

with highest subcooling penetrated farther below

the nozzle before dissipation to ambient pressure.

This behaviour has been attributed to delayed

nucleation in the flowing medium. In the nozzle,

and near the nozzle exit, the static profile

with higher subcooling had a significantly lower

normalized pressure than the low subcooling

profile. This resulted from a higher critical

flow (and a corresponding larger dynamic head)

for the high subcooling case as compared to the

low subcooling case. Critical flow increased

with a larger differential pressure between

stagnation and nozzle exit (saturation) pressure.

8.4.2 Ontario Hydro axial static pressure

In Figures 8.16 though 8.19 are shown axial

static pressure profiles obtained in the Ontario

Hydro tests with nozzle entrance stagnation

subcooling equal to 8 K, 16 K, 17 K and 20 K
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respectively. These are primarily intended to

give an impression of the error margins present

in the Ontario Hydro results. The first two

figures (8.16 and 8.17) show fairly low differen-

ces (in spite of quite different stagnation

pressures), while the last two figures (8.18 and

8.19) exhibit fairly T rger differences for

practically identical stagnation conditions.

An additional observation could be made for

Figure 8.16, where the undershoot of the normali-

zed static pressure is considerably larger for

the (extremely) low-pressure 0H30 case (p =

0.345 MPA) compared to the other two cases

(pQ = 1 - 3 MPa).

8.4.3 Ontario Hydro axial static pressure

profiles for constant stagnation

Pressures

The Ontario Hydro tests supply results with stag-

nation pressure and subcooling covering a large

part of possible combinations of (p. AT ).

A selection of these profiles for p = 0.5, 0.9,

1.0, 3.1, 5.9 and 6.4 MPa are reproduced here in

Figures 8.20 through 8.25 respectively.

An attempt was made to characterize the axial

pressure profiles by plotting normalized static

pressure versus subcooling for these values of

normalized downstream distance, that correspond

to probe locations.

The results from the Harviken tests showed a

fairly uniform picture (Figure 8.26), although
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some discrepancies could be observed. A similar

treatment of the Ontario Hydro data for two

different (low) stagnation pressure ranges

(0.5 MPa and 1 MPa) gave, however, a more dis-

persed impression (Figures 8.27 and 8.28). It

should be emphasized also, that the Marviken

results wei2 obtained for fairly similar blowdown

histories, covering essentially a narrow band

in the (p . AT ) plane (cf Figure 4.2), and that
O C

this might tend to "improve" the Marviken results

for this type of figures.

8.4.5 Axial total pressure profiles for the

subcooled_flow_regime

Only the Marviken and JF1 tests provide results

for free jet total pressure. A selection of these

results are shown in Figure 8.29. Only the

Marviken case with highest subcooling (-45°C)

shows some tendency for double-peak behavior,

and only for L* = 1. The correspondence between

the Marviken and JF1 results is fairly good,

with the JF1 results somewhat above (although the

comparison is not quite appropriate, since no

results with both equal stagnation pressure and

subcooling were available; the comparison was

made for -20°C with p = 4.2 MPa for the Marviken

case and p = 1.7 MPa for the JF1 case).

8.5 Influence of nozzle length on free jet

profiles

The Toshiba and JF1 tests include results for

different nozzle length for static and total

pressure respectively. These allow a qualitative

evaluation of the effects of non-zero nozzle

length. The Toshiba "long" nozzle is fairly

short, fl/D ~ 0.2, so no great effects shoud be
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anticipated. For the JF1 results there is, as

always, some doubt as to the representativity of

these very small-scale data. With these precau-

tions in mind the following remarks could be

made (see 8.5.1, 8.5.2).

8.5.1 Nozzle length infldenc for static

pressure

The Toshiba results for nozzle lengths 2.5D and

21D and saturated flow (steam, two-phase and

liquid) are shown in Figure 8.30. There is a

small difference between the curves for the short

an long nozzles, but this difference is probably

mainly due to measuring errors. In fact, the

long nozzle results for exit pressure in the

steam and two-phase regions are higher than the

short nozzle results, which they evidently

should not be.

For the subcooled flow regime the corresponding

curves are shown in Figure 8.31. The diffe-

rence is here somewhat larger and could perhaps

be significant.

8.5.2 Nozzle length influence for total

The JF1 results for steam, saturated liquid and

subcooled liquid and for two nozzle lengths

(fl/D ~ 0 and fl/D ~ 3) are shown in Figures

8.32, 8.33 and 8.34. They all exhibit more or

less the same tendency as the Toshiba curves for

static pressure in the subcooled region (dis-

cussed in the previous section) namely lower

initial pressure and possibly (compare precautions

in the beginning of this section) somewhat

higher pressure for downstream distances roughly

between 4D and 10D for the longer nozzle.
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9. RADIAL PROFILES FOR TARGET PRESSURES

Target pressure profiles are available for

steam, saturated liquid and subcooled liquid.

The Marviken tests supply results only for

essentially three different normalized target

distances (L/D =1.3 2 and 4), while the Japanese

tests also include rcjults for larger normalized

target distances. The Ontario Hydro tests supply

some additional profiles for subcooled liquid.

The number of comparisons with (almost) identical

stagnation conditions is quite low and therefore

some additional comparisons with data differing

in less significant parameters have also been

made.

The legends of the figures in the present chapter
often contain a quantity C_.. This is a "numerical

thrust coefficient" obtained by numerical integra-
nt

tion of p_, and should for sufficiently large

downstream distances and sufficiently large
targets have a value around 1.2 and for steam
and saturated liquid and less than 2 for subcooled
flow (and roughly half these values for long-
distance measurements of P t o t ) - The correspondence
or non-correspondence with these theoretical values
is affected by downstream distance, numerical in-
tegration errors, defective probes, target sizes
etc, and these values therefore serve mainly as
an additional illustration of the curves presented.

9.1 Radial profiles for steam and high-

quality flow

The radial target pressure profiles for steam
and high-quality flow are fairly similar for the
Marviken and Japanese tests. The differences
encountered could probably be explained by
different target sizes and stagnation pressures.
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Note, that the Mitsubishi curves presented in

some of the following figures for steam flow are

"double", since both the left ("negative" radius)

and right ("positive" radius) branches are shown

in the diagrams.

9.1.1 Parameter study on the Mar...ken >team

The Marviken test JIT-11 was conducted with a

steam flow jet impinging en a flat plate throughout

the test. In addition, tests 7, 8 and 10 had

short, low-pressure steam flow periods. Collec-

tively, these tests provide good coverage of

parameters in the steam flow regime.

Figure 9.1 shows normalized radial profiles for

the impingement plate in the steam flow regime

with wide variations in nozzle entrace stagnation

pressure. The profiles are for the impingement

plate positioned 2 nozzle diameters downstream

of the nozzle exit. Only a slight dependency on

stagnation pressure was observed; this indicated

that the dimensionless pressure p* accounted for

the principal effects of stagnation pressure.

This was qualitatively consistent with the

free-jet profiles where only a small influence

of stagnation pressure was observed in the

normalized total pressure profiles 1.77 nozzle

diameters downstream of the nozzle exit.

Normalized radial pressure profiles with variations

in nozzle diameter are shown in Figure 9.2 for

the impingement plate positioned 2 nozzle diameters

downstream of the exit. Somewhat higher pressures

were recovered in the middle of the plate for

the large diameter nozzle than for the small
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diameter nozzle. At the edge of the plate,

pressures dissipated to ambient for the small

diameter nozzle, but were still elevated with

respect to the ambient pressure for the large

nozzle. These surprizing observations may have

resulted from differences in flow patterns

caused in part by the relativ . size of the

target. The diameter of the impingement plate

was about 3.9 nozzle diameters for the large

nozzle and about 6.6 nozzle diameters for the

small nozzle.

Curves with similar upstream stagnation conditions,

but with varying distances to the impingement

plate were compared as shown in Figure 9.3 for

the 509 mm diameter nozzle. The profiles were

similar in trend and larger in magnitude than

those for the saturated flow regime (Figure 9.11).

With the plate positioned 1.2 diameters downstream

of the exit, the over-pressure at the outside

edge of the plate decreased to zero: with the

plate at 2.0 and 4.0 nozzle diameters downstream

of the nozzle exit, a small overpressure existed

on the outside edge of the plate.

9.2 Steam profiles for distances smaller

than 3 D

The radial target pressure profiles for 1 D - 1.5 D

in Figure 9.4 are fairly similar, in particular

when differences in stagnation pressure and target

distance are accounted for. Only the free jet (JF1)

total pressure profile somwehat differs from the

general pattern, as it should.

Also for L* s 2 the correspondance between the

Mitsubishi, Toshiba and Marviken results is
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good. For p = 4 MPa (Figure 9.5) the correspon-

dance is excellent, while for p around 2 MPa

(Figure 9.6) there seems to be some dependence

on stagnation pressure. The large value for the

case JIT-11, 70 s at r* = 2 is probably due to a

defective probe. This also considerably affects

the value of C_. for the JIT-11 test results. For

two-phase conditions and L* =2, the correspon-

dance between the Toshiba and Marviken 60 % void

fraction cases is excellent, while the Marviken

10 % and 99 % cases differ from these (Figure 9.7)

The dashed 99 % case is, however, perhaps ano-

malous at the outermost measurement location.

For L* s 4 there is a clear difference between

the Marviken results and the Japanese results

(Figure 9.8). This might, however, be due to the

difference in target sizes. There might also be

some influence from the difference in stagnation

pressures (around 2 MPa for the Marviken results

and around 4 MPA for the Japanese results). The

curves for the three Japanese tests (1 Toshiba

and 2 Mitsubishi tests) agree excellently with

each other.

In Figure 9.8 has also been included free jet

predictions of pU£ according to the Moody theory.

These give more narrow hut higher profiles than

the target pressure. The difference between these

"top hat" profiles for 2 MPa and 4 MPa is quali-

tatively consistent with the difference between

the Marviken and Japanese profiles.

Also for L_ larger than 4 D the correspondence

between the Mitsubishi and Toshiba tests is
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good. The normalized pressure at the central

axis is gradually decreasing when L_ increases

from 4.5 D to 10 D Figure 9.9, while the value

for the secondary peak at around R = 2.5 D is

more constant. This gives rise to a double-peak

behaviour for these target distances. This

behaviour is particularly pronounced fo* the

Mitsubishi tests, perhaps due to a smaller

target. Figure 9.9 has a different scale than

Figure 9.8, but as the Mitsubishi curve for

4.5 D is present in both diagrams, comparison is

facilitated.

9.2 Radial profiles for saturated liquid

In this section, normalized profiles for saturated

liquid are compared for approximately equal

normalized distance from the nozzle. Some free

jet total pressure profiles have also been

included together with the main bulk of target

pressure profiles.

For small target distances (up to approx 3 D)

the profiles exhibit one distinct central peak.

This is also the case for target distances above

10 D, while in the intermediate range there may

be one, two or three peaks.

9.2.1 Parameter study of Marviken target

Figure 9.10 shows two normalized pressure profiles

for the impingement plate positioned two nozzle

diameters downstream of the nozzle during the

saturated flow regime. Several observations were

apparent as compared to the subcooled regime.

First, the profiles appeared linear at this

distance, rather than bell-shaped. Second, the
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magnitude of the normalized pressures was signi-

ficantly lower than those in the subcooled regime;

this result followed because less of the potential

overpressure was recovered for the saturated

flow regime than for the subcooled flow regime.

Finally, the low magnitude implied a rapid axial

pressure dissipation in the saturated flow

regime; a steep gradient was also observed in

the free-jet tests during the saturated flow

regime.

Because of the narrow range of parameters covered

in the saturated regime, independent comparisons

with variations of stagnation pressure and void

fraction could not be made. The cases shown in

Figure 9.10 illustrate the influence on the

normalized pressure profiles of variations in

both parameters. The magnitude of the profiles

increase (not shown) as the void fraction ap-

proaches 1.0 (100 % ) , as was the case for the

free-jet profiles.

Significant differences in the profile shapes

and magnitudes were observed for variations in

normalized distance from the nozzle exit to the

impingement plate as shown in Figure 9.11. These

curves have similar stagnation pressures, ambient

pressures, and nozzle inlet void fractions. For

the curve with the impingement plate positioned

1.2 nozzle diameters downstream of the nozzle

exit, the normalized radial pressure profile on

the plate show a significant pressure recovery

at the center of the plate (about 35 % ) , and a

bell-shaped gradient to the ambient condition at

the edge of the plate. For the plate positioned

2 nozzle diameters downstream, about 5 % of the

potential overpressure was recovered at all
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locations along the plate radius. With the plate

at four nozzle diameters, very little of the

overpressure was recovered.

9.2.2 Saturated profiles for distances up

to_2_D

For target distances smaller than 2 D the only

possible comparison in the saturated region is

between target pressures from the Marviken test

JIT-10 and the JF1 results for free jet total

pressure. This comparison is shown in Figure 9.12.

The two deviating Marviken results correspond to

two-phase (a = 20 % void) and slightly subcooled

stagnation conditions respectively. All the

other Marviken results are very close together.

The JF1 total pressure curve is slightly lower

than the Marviken target pressure, but roughly

of the same shape.

The numerically integrated values for thrust

coefficients fairly well correspond to the

theoretical predictions (1.22 and 0.61 for the

target pressure and total pressure respectively).

For LT = 2 D, and pressures around 2 - 3 MPa,

results are available from the Marviken, Toshiba

and JF1 tests. The correspondance between these

results is quite good (Figure 9.13). In fact,

also the JF1 free jet result corresponds fairly

well with the Toshiba result over the entire

radial extent, which is somewhat surprising. The

Marviken results are slightly lower at the

center and slightly higher at the edge of the

target plate. This could have to do with the

relatively small target plate or with the narrow

confinements.
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The numerically integrated values for the thrust

coefficients are lower than expected (= 1.22)

for the target pressure profiles, but slightly

larger than expected (0.77 vs 0.61; could indicate

that the static pressure has not totally dissi-

pated) for the total pressure profile. For the

Marviken cases this is certainly partly due to

the relatively small target size, but for the

Toshiba cases it is harder to find a plausible

cause for this. One possibility is, however, that

data extraction accuracy could play a role, in

particular for the outermost part of the Toshiba

profile (r > 2.5 D). The large area and the low

absolute value of the pressure tend to overempha-

size possible small absolute errors for the target

pressure in the computation of C_..

For L* = 2 and pressures around 6 MPa, results

are available from the JAERI and Toshiba tests

(Figure 9.14). The correspondance is fairly good,

with the JAERI results somewhat above the Toshiba

results for most of the extent. Note, however,

that the JAERI results were obtained with a

quite long discharge pipe, fl/D = 1, and that

there is therefore some additional difference in

the test conditions, except scale. The numeri-

cally integrated thrust coefficients are close

tc the theoretical prediction for the JAERI case

but slightly lower than predicted for the Toshiba

case.

The influence of nozzle length is demonstrated

in Figure 9.15 for two Toshiba impingement tests

(fl/D £ 0.03 and 0.2) and two JF1 fre6 jet tests

(fl/D ~ 0.1 and 3.0). The normalized pressures

and numerically computed thrust coefficients for

the long nozzle tests are as a rule lower than

for the short nozzles (as would be expected).
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9.2.3 Saturated profiles for distances between

3 D and6 D

For L* ~ 3 there are only two test results

available, one result from a Toshiba impingement

test and one result from a JF1 free jet test.

Also the stagnation pressures differ by a factor

2.5. These two profiles are shown in Figure 9.15.

The curves differ significantly, but an interes-

ting similarity is observed for the secondary

peak between 3 D and 5 D from the centerline. It

may or may not be coincidential.

The numerically integrated thrust coefficients

are slightly lower than the theoretical prediction.

For L* = 4 there is one test result available

from the Toshiba tests as well as results from

the Marviken test JIT-7. The Marviken results are

considerably different to the Toshiba result

(Figure 9.16), except that the peak values are

fairly equal. The Marviken results exhibit

ex-center peaks, with a local minimum at the

axis. One reason for the difference is that the

Marviken target is considerably smaller than the

cross-sectional area of the jet, while the

Toshiba target approximately corresponds to the

extension of the jet. Another possible reason

(probably less important) is the difference in

stagnation pressure. The numerically integrated

thrust coefficients for the Marviken cases are

by far less than would be the case for an infinite

target, stressing that for the Marviken test

JIT-7, the target should be treated as a drag

body.
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For L-, between 5 D and 6 D there are some results

available (Figure 9.17) from the JAERI and Toshiba

impingement tests, as well as from the JF1 free

jet tests. Since they all differ in some important

aspect (long nozzle for JAERI, free jet, and lower

stagnation pressure for JF1, 5 D for JAERI,

5.4 D for JF1 and 6 D for JF1) the comparison is

less meaningful. We may observe, however, that

the orders of magnitude of the peaks approximately

correspond to the different distances to the

target (in particular if the long discharge pipe

for the JAERI tests is accounted to). The JAERI

and Toshiba profiles are fairly similar with

peaks at the axis, while the JF1 free jet curve

exhibits triple peaks, with the ex-center peaks

larger than the central peak.

The numerically integrated value C_. of the

thrust coefficient for the Toshiba case is by

far lower than would be expected. A possible

reason for this is that the target is to small

for this far-away distance. This is even more

accentuated for the distances 8 D and 10 D (next

section).

The JAERI thrust coefficients (as well as JF1)

are, however, fairly close to the theoretical

prediction, although they have approximately the

same normalized target size. This could be

coincidential (the JAERI measurement points are

very sparse), but could also indicate a more

narrow jet for large values of fl/D, compared

with fl/D s 0.
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9.2.4 Saturated profiles for distances larger

than_5_D

For L_ between 6 D and 8 D the only available

data are from the Toshiba and JF1 tests. Essen-

tially the same arguments hold as for 5 D to

6 D. The JF1 free jet profile exhibits larger

ex-center peaks than the essentially flat Toshiba

target profiles (Figure 9.18).

The curves for distances between 13 D and 16 D

all exhibit a central peak (Figure 9.19). The

dashed curve is for a long nozzle JF1 test with

low stagnation pressure, while the other two

curves are results for a Mitsubishi impingement

test with slightly different stagnation pressures.

The high-pressure Mitsubishi curve gives a more

flat profile than the corresponding low-pressure

curve. One possible reason could be that the

high-pressure curve still did behave as a sub-

cooled case. Note, that in the last two figures

(9.18 and 9.19) , except for the differences in

nozzle diameter and measured quantity (target or

free jet pressure), these is also quite large

differences in stagnation pressure (= 2 MPa for

JF1, s 6 MPa for Toshiba and 3.6-8 MPa for

Mitsubishi).

The numerically integrated target thrust coeffi-

cients are significantly lower than the theoreti-

cal prediction. In the Toshiba cases this is

probably due to insufficient target size and in

the Mitsubishi case probably due to numerical

inaccuracy (too sparse measurements).
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The straight-line behaviour of some of the

curves is due either to few measurement points,

or to data extraction problems (the values are

close to zero).

9.3 Radial target pressure profiles for

subcooled flow regime

The number of available radial profiles for

subcooled flow with almost identical data,

except the experimental scale, is quite limited

due to the additional parameter introduced

(subcooling) compared to the saturated conditions.

Some six comparisons have, however, been possible

to make, although some of these are quite

similar.

9.3.1 Parameter study for the Marviken tests

on target pressure profiles in subcooled

Three types of profiles are of interest in the

subcooled regime. These are normalized pressure

versus dimensionless radius with:

1)

2)

3)

Nozzle entrance subcooling variations
at a constant distance from the nozzle,
and for constant stagnation pressure.

Stagnation pressure variations at a
constant distance from the nozzle, and
for a constant subcooling, and

Variations in distance to the plate at
a constant subcooling and constant
stagnation pressure.

Because the impingement plate tests were conduc-

ted with similar blowdowns, types 1 and 2 above

could not be directly determined. However, for

the free-jet tests discussed earlier (Chapter 7)
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stagnation pressure was found to have no apparent

influence on the profiles in the subcooled

regime. Assuming this result applied to the

impingement plate data as well, profile type 1

above was determined and is discussed below.

Figure 9.20 shows the effect of subcooling on

the normalized profile along the radius of the

impingement plate. The distance to the plate was

constant at about 2 nozzle diameters for these

data. The stagnation pressure at the nozzle

entrance varied from 3 440 kPa for the low

subcooling case to 4 280 kPa for the high sub-

cooling case. A significantly higher fraction of

the stagnation pressure was captured for the

high subcooling case than for the low subcooling

case. This trend was consistent with observations

made for the free jet profiles.

For conditions of a constant subcooling, and

constant nozzle entrance stagnation pressure,

the influence of normalized distance to the

impingement plate was determined as shown in

Figure 9.21. At the closest distance of 1.2 dia-

meters, the full overpressure was recovered at

the center of the impingement plate. For a

distance of 4 nozzle diameters, virtually none

of the overpressure was recovered. This trend

illustrated the sharp pressure gradient in the

first few nozzle diameters downstream of the

exit. In general, the amount of overpressure

recovered increased with increased subccoling.

In the Figure 9.21 is also included a profile

from an Ontario Hydro test in the subcooled

regime. The stagnation pressure differs by a

factor 2 (7 100 kPa for the Ontario Hydro case
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vs roughly 3 800 kPa for the Marviken case), and

the target diameters differ even more (37 D

vs 4 D). In spite of this, the figure illustrates

qualitative agreement between the Marviken and

the Ontario Hydro tests in the subcooled flow

regime.

9.3.2 Subcooled profiles for distances smaller

than_2_D

For distances smaller than 2 D the only available

results are the target pressures from the Marviken

test JIT-10 and a JF1 free jet total pressure

profile. The two Marviken results shown in

Figure 9.22 agree well with each other, while

the JF1 free jet total pressure curve is totally

different.

The numerically integrated thrust coefficients

are somewhat higher than the theoretical predic-

tion for the Marviken curves.

9.3.3 Subcooled profiles for distances

around_2_D

The largest number of results are available for

target distances around 2 D. In Figure 9.23 are

shown some results for L-, = 2.1 D to 2.2 D. The

Marviken normalized target pressures for stag-

nation subcoolings between -14°C and -24°C are

considerably larger than the corresponding JF1

free jet normalized total pressure values for

AT = -24°C. Except for the difference in scale

and concept (target vs free) there is also a

factor 2 difference in stagnation pressures. The

numerically computed thrust coefficients for the

Marviken cases are lower than the theoretical

prediction, probably because the target does not
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capture the entire jet. Note e.g. that the JF1

free jet pressure appears to have a small addi-

tional peak between r = 3 D and r = 4 D.

For subcoolings around -9°C four profiles are

plotted in Figure 9.24. The two Marviken profiles

agree well with one of the Toshiba profiles,

while the other Toshiba profile is totally

different. This is somewhat strange, in particular

since the stagnation pressures of the most

different Toshiba case (No. 22) corresponds

excellently with the two Marviken cases. One

possible reason could be that the profiles were

measured close to that downstream distance, where

the profiles are changing very fast for subcooled

cases, so that small differences in distance and

stagnation propertis make large differences in

pressure profiles. The numerically computed

thrust coefficients for the Toshiba curve No. 22

is closest to the theoretical prediction, while

the other curves give by far too low coefficients.

9.3.4 Subcooled profiles for distances

For target distances around 4 D there are also

only a few results available.

The Marviken target pressures (JIT-7), the

Marviken free jet total pressures and the JF1

free jet total pressures all totally disagree

for L = 4 D and subcoolings around -20°C

(Figure 9.25). The two Marviken target pressure

results are, however, fairly similar to each

other.

The Marviken and Toshiba results for target

pressures with subcooling around -8°C also
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significantly disagree (Figure 9.26, note that

the zero level is not at the bottom of the

diagram).

One possible reason could be different stagnation

pressures (a factor 2), another possible and

more probable reason is the difference in target

sizes. In fact, both the Marviken and the Toshiba

targets are - evidently too small to capture the

entire jet, according to the numerically inte-

grated thrust coefficients C_.. This appears to

happen as early as for L_ s 2 D even for the

larger Toshiba target with D_ = 16 D

(cf Figure 9.24).

Ail the available results for L_ = 4 D and

subcooled flow are replotted in Figure 9.27.
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10. AXIAL PROFILES FOR TARGET PRESSURES

Data on target center pressures are available

for the Mitsubishi, Toshiba, Ontario Hydro,

JAERI and Marviken tests for various stagnation

conditions. Since the target pressures decrease

very fast with increased target-to-nozzle distance,

the axial profiles are preferably plotted in

log-log diagrams. In such diagrams relations of

type Y = AX6 fall out as straight lines. Some of

the proposed relations for target pressure

versus downstream distance are of this type, and

therefore this choice of scales facilitates

comparisons.

The diagrams in the present section also contain

plots of Po»u2/(Pstaa ~ P»)
 a s comPute<* by u s e °f

the Moody theory for asymptotic jet behaviour.

This quantity should approximately correspond to

the normalized asymptotic target pressure.

Results obtained by the JET2 code (U22, 23) are

also included into the following diagrams. Those

results are available only for distances close

to the nozzle, but the correspondance with test

data is quite good in the cases where comparison

is possible.

10.1 Axial target pre .sure profiles for steam

and high-quality liquid

The available data for steam from the small

scale tests as well as selected data from the

Marviken tests are plotted in Figure 10.1.
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For distances essentially between L_ = 1 D and

L_ = 3.5 D all the data agree roughly with the

relation

"2p* = 0.65 L*

d by Kitade et al (J2)

For distances closer than 1 D - 1.5 D the test

results are lower than this value, as is the

case for the results from the JET2 code. For

distances above 3.5 D there is a scattering of

data. One reason for this is splitting of the

jet into 2 (or more) non-center peaks. A reason

for this could be that at this distance (around 4 D)

the target peak pressure has decreased to the

levels of the asymptotic value of pu2 according

to the Moody theory.

The Mitsubishi values for L_ = 13.7 D are obtained

from the "tail" of a liquid test with a 21 mm

nozzle. The radial profiles indicate that the

stagnation conditions probably are high-quality

liquid. Note, however, that the documentation of

the Mitsubishi data in this section is incomplete,

and that these results therefore should not be

given too much weight (misinterpretation is

possible).

10.2 Axial target pressure profiles for

saturated liquid

The available data for saturated liquid stagnation

conditions are plotted in Figure 10.2.
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Except for the Mitsubishi results for 13.7 D,

all the data fall below a line

p* = 0.7 L*-2.4

A relation

PT 0.4 L*"2

was proposed in a JAERI paper (J9). Correspon-

dence is good also with this formula.

Possible reason why the Mitsubishi data do not

conform to the other data could be:

The stagnation conditions for 1.57 MPa
and possibly also 3.63 MPa could be of
suffienciently high quality, that the
fluid acts more like steam than liquid.

There could be some mechanism making
the target pressure adjust to pu2,
according to the Moody model, at around
10 D downstream of the nozzle.

Scarcity of data for far-away distances prohibits

further checks of these hypothesis.

10.3 Axial target pressure profiles for sub-

cooled liquid

There are only a few available results for

target pressures at subcooled conditions. The

Toshiba data cover downstream distances 2 D

through 10 D, but only for 8°C subcooling and

pressures around 6.5 MPa (+ two additional

results for LT = 2 D and p around 3.5 MPa). The

Ontario Hydro and Marviken data cover subcoolings

between 0°C and 25 - 50°C (MX and OH respectively),

but only for target distances of 2 D, 4 D (Marviken)

and 3 D (Ontario-Hydro). There are also some
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Ontario Hydro data for 9 D available (4), but

they all indicate target overpressure = 0 to the

precision given in the report.

All the available Toshiba data, as well as a

representative selection of Ontario Hydro and

Marviken duta :e plotted in Figure 10.3. The

data for AT = 8 - 10°C fall essentially along

two straight lines in the diagram:

p* = 4.6 L*"3*6 for AT S 8°C

p* S 8.0 L*"3>6 for AT = 10°C

Note, however, that

These are based on only a few data

For L_ = 8 D these is a positive deviation
from the line

The spread in the Ontario Hydro data
caused by increasing AT is considerably
larger than the corresponding spread
for the Marviken data.

The main conclusion is therefore that more data

and/or model comparisons are needed to properly

assess the results for subcooled stagnation

conditions, but that there is an indication of a

similar behaviour as for steam and saturated

liquid.
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?1. JET IMPINGEMENT FORCES FOR FLAT TARGETS

In Chapter 3 some formulas based on Moody theory

are given for thrust coefficients as functions

of fl /D for steam and saturated liquid, and low

values of fl /D.

T,SS1 °'25 f o r

0 < f1 /D < 5 and steam

2 ) T,SL1 °-27 for

0 < fl_/I> 1 10 and saturated liquid

For the subcooled flow regime and flD/D = 0 the

following formula was derived in Chapter 3.

3) C T = 2 - (Pe-Pw)/(Pstag-P8>)

These formulas are not valid if additional affects

occurs due to small distances nozzle - target,

or if the target does not capture the whole jet.

In the following, these formulas are compared

with the measured reaction forces on the nozzle

and discharge pipe, as well as with the impinge-

ment forces on the target, for discharge pipe

lengths and target distances up to 100 D. Gene-

rally the test results compare well with these

formulas. The exceptions from this are as a

rule possible to explain by reference to small

target distances or, alternatively, small target

sizes and far-away targets.

11.1 Discharge pipe reaction forces

For steam, the only available data on discharge

pipe reaction forces emanate from the Mitsubishi
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tests with D- = 9.4 mm, and from the FOG tests

with D. = 50 mm. The correspondance with formula 1

is good, with test data generally below the theo-

retical formula (Figure 11.1).

For saturated liquid, similar data are available

from the Mitsubishi lit* .d tests with 10 - 40 mm

nozzles, from the FOG tests with 50, 75 and

100 mm nozzles, as well as from one of the JAERI

tests. The test results bracket the theoretical

prediction (formula 2), generally within the error

margins to be expected (~10 % ) , see Figure 11.2.

For the subcooled flow regime no data were

available on the discharge pipe reaction forces.

11.2 Target thrust forces

For forces on the target a corresponding depen-

dence on fl /D should be expected as for the

reaction force on the nozzle, but with possible

additional effects from target sizes and distances.

Some of the results presented in this section

have been obtained from actual force measurements,

while others have been obtained by numerical

integration of target pressures. The latter

method, as a rule, probably gives larger expected

errors, in particular when the number of data

points is low. Often, however, the two methods

give fairly similar results. A single defective

probe may have large impact on the numerically

integrated force, in particular if located far

away from the target center, since the values

are multiplied with the affected area, which

increases with increasing radius.
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In two of the Marviken tests (JIT-7 and -8) one or

two of the load cells gave very strange results

(large negative values). Therefore the load

measured by load cell No. 1, multiplied by a

factor 3, was used to obtain the force for

these tests. This method appears justified by

the results, axcept for the later phase of JIT-7.

11^2^2 Thrust_forces_for_the_steam_flow_regime

Data from jet impingement tests with flat targets

in the steam flow regime were available from the

Marviken, FOG, Toshiba and Mitsubishi tests.

Normalized target distances varied between

L* = 0.6 (one Mitsubishi test) and L* = 103 (one

FOG test). Most of the tests were performed with

target distances between 2 D and 10 D. Figure 11.3

shows the normalized target sizes, together with

approximate curves for the normalized free jet

total cross-sectional extension (r/r. or D/D.

see Chapter 6) and for the asymptotic "top hat"

extension, as predicted by Moody theory. The

dashed extensions of the FOG target sizes in

Figure 11.3 indicate the largest (diagonal)

extensions of the 1 m2 square target.

Most of the tests were performed with so large

targets, that the target would probably catch

the entire jet. Exceptions were the Marviken

tests JIT-7, 8 and 10 (where the steam flow

occurred only in the "tail" of the blowdown) and

the FOG test with L.J, = 103.

Figure 11.4 shows representative time traces

from the Marviken, Toshiba and FOG tests. Initial
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pressures at the beginning of the tests varied

from 5.0 to 7.0 MPa, target distances varied

from 2 to 10 nozzle diameters, and nozzle dia-

meters ranged from 30.7 to 299 mm. The data from

Harviken slightly exceed the theoretical maximum

of 1.26 for superheated steam undergoing an

isentropic expansion. This may h. t resulted

from local effects due to the confinement of the

jet in the room (proximity to walls, etc) or due

to measurement uncertainties.

The thrust coefficients are plotted versus norma-

lized pipe length 1D/D in Figure 11.5 and versus

normalized target distance L_/D in Figure 11.6.

Figure 11.3 could be used to explain most of

the anomalies encountered in Figures 11.5

and 11.6.

The large C,_-values (-1.5) for one of the numeri-

cally integrated Mitsubishi results is probably

due to the very short nozzle-target distance

(less than 0.6 D for this test). Possible numeri-

cal integration errors could also affect this

value.

The lowest FOG value (CT = 0.75) is probably

related to the large nozzle-target distance,

either by momentum loss through interaction with

the surrounding air, or by the jet area exceeding

the target area.

The four lowest Toshiba values are perhaps a

result of the accuracy problems connected with

the numerical integration of target pressures.

11^2^3 I£rust_forces_for_saturated_flow_regime

Data from jet impingement tests with flat targets

and saturated water were available from the
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Marviken, JAERI, FOG and Mitsubishi tests. Norma-

lized target distances varied between L* s 1.3

(JIT-10) and L* = 27 (one Mitsubishi test). Most

of the tests were performed with target distances

between 2 D and 14 D. Figure 11.7 shows the

normalized target sizes, together with an approxi-

mate curve (straight ^Ine) for the normalized

free jet total cross-sectional extension according

to Chapter 6. The dashed extensions of the FOG

target sizes in Figure 11.7 indicate the largest

(diagonal) extension of the 1 m2 square FOG

target. Evidently, many of the tests were per-

formed with targets not capturing the entire

jet. Only the Mitsubishi and perhaps the JAERI

tests could be assumed to capture the entire jet

for all target distances, while none of the

Marviken tests could be expected to do this for

the saturated flow regime.

Figure 11.8 shows the time history of thrust

coefficients for the three Marviken tests with

saturated stagnation conditions, compared to the

range of values for the FOG tests with saturated

water. The FOG tests covered a wide range of

stagnation pressures and normalized distances to

the plate. However, two of the Marviken tests

were closer to the target than the closest case

in the FOG tests. More significant, the relative

size of the target in the FOG tests was much

larger than for the Marviken tests. Since the

magnitude of the coefficients for the FOG tests

is higher than in the Marviken data except for

the case when the target was at 1.2 D downstream

of the nozzle exit, it appears that the larger

FOG target intercepts more of the jet than was

intercepted in the Marviken tests. This is also

evident from a comparison with Figure 11.7.
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Target thrust coefficients are plotted versus

normalized discharge pipe length 1_/D in

Figure 11.9 and versus normalized target distance

L_/D in Figure 11.10. The normalized target areas

are compared with the free jet extension in

Figure 11.7. The diagrams are quite similar to

those for steam and corresponding arguments are

valid.

The Marviken results for target distances 2 D

and 4 D are low, since the target does not capture

the whole jet at these distances. This is also

the case for the lowest Toshiba values (L_ = 6 D

- 10 D).

The Mitsubishi results were not included due to

the large accuracy problems associated with the

low number of data points available for numerical

integration.

11.2.4 Thrust forces for the subcooled flow

regime

Only the Marviken and Ontario Hydro tests supply

results from measured target thrust forces in

the subcooled flow regime. Additional data could

also be obtained by numerical integration of the

measured radial target pressure profiles for the

Toshiba tests.

Thrust coefficients for the three Marviken tests

versus subcooling are shown as a function of

distance to the impingement plate in Figure 11.11.

At the closest distance to the impingement

plate, the thrust coefficient increased with

increased subcooling, and reached a maximum just

over the theoretical maximum of 2.0. This may

have been due to data uncertainties or to a

partial flow reversal in the room where the
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blowdown occurred. When the plate was more

distant from the nozzle, the thrust coefficient

also increased with increased subcooling, but

never approached the theoretical maximum.

The results from the Ontario Hydro tests with

L* = 3 and L* = 9 are compared o the theoretical

predictions from Chapter 3 in Diagram 11.12. The

agreement is good for these target distances and

target sizes. For smaller target distances

higher thrust coefficients could arise due to e.g.

flow reversal. In fact, such tendencies could

possibly be observed for the Marviken test JIT-10

for quite low subcoolings and possibly also for

the Marviken test JIT-8 (L_ = 2 D) above 20°C sub-

cooling. For the Ontario Hydro tests with L_ = 1 D

and subcoolings 28 - 50°C (Table 11.1), this

tendency is fully developed (thrust coefficients

above C_ = 3.5).

The numerically obtained thrust coefficients

(Table 11.2) for the small scale Toshiba tests

in the subcooled flow regime (A T = 8 - 10°C)

are all less than CT = 2. In fact, for the most

distant targets C_ = 0. As for the Marviken tests,

this is probably mainly due to a target size

which is too small (=16 D) to capture the entire

jet.
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Table 11.1

List of reference conditions for the Ontario-Hydro impingement
plate tests.

Test

IP1-7-220-3

IP1-7-240-5

IP1-7-255-6

IP3-7-220-8

IP3-7-240-9

IP3-7-255-10

IP9-7-255-12

Time

-

-

-

3.4

10.0

28.5

40.0

44.0

3.0

18.0

3.3

20.0

35.8

42.0

48.5

52.0

2.0

20.0

38.0

42.3

45.5

Stagnation
pressure
(kPa)

6400

6500

7000

5200

5700

6000

6400

6450

5900

5800

6650

6800

7000

7000

7050

7050

6500

6700

6750

6800

6850

Total
imp.
plate
force
(N)

12000

12000

12500

3600

3950

4100

4300

4250

4600

4500

4900

4800

4570

4700

4500

4300

4700

4900

4650

4550

4500

Thrust
coeffi-
client

F
A(po-p,J

3.69

3.63

3.52

1.39

1.39

1.37

1.35

1.32

1.57

1.56

1.48

1.41

1.36

1.34

1.28

1.22

1.45

1.47

1.38

1.34

1.32

Subcooling

50

35

28

50

54

40

19

16

40

36

30

28

20

15

10

6

36

28

23

19

12
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Table 11.12

Numerically integrated target pressures and estimated thrust
coefficients for the Toshiba tests.

Case Po
MPa

Subcooling l/D L* Numerically Numerical Jet extent
(°C) intergrated thrust^* D-% • ace

to chapter 62

T21
T22

T23

T24

T25

T26

T27

T28

3.60
3.46

6.77

6.47

6.78

6.52

6.51

6.57

10

10

8

8

8

8

8

8

21

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2

2

2

3

4

6

8

10

pressures
FTi **

2.43

4.28

5.08

3.40

3.57

-0.05

0.64

-0.72

coeff. '
CTi

0.94

1.72

1.03

0.72

0.72

-0.0

0.13

-0.0

to

-

11

11

12

13

15

16

18

Nozzle diameter D- = 30 mm, target diameter D_ = 500 mm

2) Compare D_ = 16 D.
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12. CAVITY AND PIPE IMPINGEMENT TESTS

One Marviken test (JIT-9) was performed with

the jet impinging into a right circular cylinder,

forming a circular cavity centered below the

nozzle. Another test (JIT-12) involved jet

impingement on a horizontal pipe centered below

the nozzle. The objectives of these tests were

to determine for each flow regime, the pressure

profiles on the targets, and to independently

measure the loads on the targets. Detailed

information on each individual test is given in

the corresponding test reports 'S4). A parametric

analysis on these tests was made in the JITEV

project (P9).

In the Ontario Hydro test programme a couple of

pipe impingement tests (C3) similar to the JIT-12

test were performed, but only for the subcooled

flow regime. Data from these tests were catalogued

in (P8).

12.1 Test parameters

The essential test parameters for the cavity and

pipe impingement tests are summarized in Table 12.1

and shown in Figure 12.1.

12.2 Results for the cavity test

Recorded pressures for the bottom of the cylindri-

cal cavity showed little variation with radial

distance for the cavity test. This resulted in

part because the bottom was about 5 nozzle

diameters downstream of the nozzle, and in part

because of the stagnation conditions formed

inside the cavity, by the necessity of the fluid

to reverse direction to escape from the top of

the cavity. Likewise, the normalized pressure p*
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was constant with radius as illustrated in

Figure 12.2 for the subcooled, saturated and

steam flow regimes. As shown, a somewhat larger

fraction of the supply overpressure was recovered

in the subcooled flow regime than in the saturated

or steam flow regimes. Although the recovered

pressures were relatively low, their magnitudes

were several times greater than the ambient

pressure in the room housing the cavity. Further,

larger overpressures were recovered in each

flowregime for this geometry than for the impinge-

ment plate results of Test JIT-7, where the plate

was positioned 4 nozzle diameters downstream.

Clearly, the jet did not expand to ambient

pressure in the cavity.

Figure 12.3 shows the calculated thrust coefficient

for the cavity as a function of the nozzle

entrance stagnation pressure. Indicated on the

figure are the subcooled, saturated and steam

flow regimes. Increased thrust coefficients with

increased stagnation pressures were apparent for

each flow regime. Note, however, that other

parameters such as subcooling and quality varied

as well within each regime. Coefficients in the

subcooled regime were somewhat higher than the

maximum coefficient expected from classical.

theory (CT = 4) based on a complete, isentropic

expansion. This apparently resulted from incomp-

lete expansion in the cavity as noted above.

Thrust coefficients would therefore be expected

to vary depending on the particular geometry

involved.

12.3 Results for impingement on a pipe

In the last of the Marviken JIT tests (JIT-12),

the blowdown was directed from the vertical 509 mm
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nozzle onto a horizontal pipe centered below the

nozzle. Although some data anomalies were observed,

pressure profiles were obtained for the top

surface of the impingement pipe for each flow

regime. These profiles were transformed to

dimensionless pressures and axial distances as

shown in Figure 12.4. Only a small fraction of

the supply overpressure was recovered on the

impingement pipe in each flow regime. The profile

with the largest magnitude was for the subcooled

regime; a significant peak was observed in the

center of the pipe for this regime. Magnitudes

were lowest for the saturated regime which was

nearly flat along the length of the pipe. Data

anomalies precluded a clear representation of the

profiles in the steam flow regime. However, it

was clear the recovered fraction of the supply

overpressure peaked near the center of the pipe

and was larger than for saturated flow.

Thrust coefficients for the impingement pipe are

shown in Figure 12.5 as a function of the nozzle

inlet stagnation pressure. Unlike the analogous

figure for the cavity (Figure 12.3), the saturated

and steam flow regimes have larger thrust coeffi-

cients than the subcooled flow regime. Thrust

coefficients increased with increased stagnation

pressure for the saturated and steam flow regimes,

but decreased for the steam flow regime. Note,

however, that other parameters such as subcooling

and quality also varied with each regime. The

force on a small target is, in fact, almost

independent of the stagnation pressure in the

steam flow regime (see Table 12.1). It means the

thrust coefficient for such a situation will be

approximately inversely proportional to the

stagnation pressure.
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Table 12.1

List of reference conditions for cavity and pipe impingement test.

Test

Ontario Hydro

3D1-7-255-15

Pipe imp

D — / o min
noz
L* = 1
A* = 69784/4560

Ontario Hydro

3D3-7-255-16

Pipe imp

D — 7o iron

noz
LT = 3A* = 15.3

JIT-9

Cavity imp

Dno2 = 200 mm

L* = 5

*T = (1386/200)2

= 48

JIT-12

Pipe imp

Dnoz = 509 "*
L* = 3

A* a .609/2035 =

= 3.0

Time
(s)

0.5

1

3

5.5

2

3

4

5

6

11

41

80

101

111

120

140

150

2

8

16

20

25

40

41

42

43

45

50

O
MPa

6.4

6.4

6.1

6.0

6.2

6.0

6.0

6.0

6.0

4.42

4.12

3.99

3.82

3.74

3.20

2.24

1.90

4.60

4.00

3.51

3.40

3.28

2.91

2.83

2.70

2.55

2.21

1.34

CT

.787

.787

.665

.390

.163

.164

.165

.150

.109

4.74

4.57

2.51

2.36

2.33

1.79

1.71

1.66

.073

.033

.013

.024

.038

.038

.047

.056

.056

.067

.089

Nozzle inlet
stagnation
subcooling (K)

or void (%)

47 K

35 K

20 K

9 K

26 K

21 K

20 K

17 K

11 K

22 K

17 K

14 %
20 %

30 %

98 %

99 %
99 %

24.5 K
16.0 K

7.5 K
4.0 K

2.0 K

1.2 K

12 %
73 %
90 %
96 %

99 %
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13. SCALE EFFECTS

The present chapter summarizes results on possible

scale effects, as related to nozzle diameter and

target size.

Three methods to determine the effects of experi-

ment scale can be considered. First, direct data

comparisons of geometrically similar experiments

with the same fluid conditions provides the most

straightforward approach. This approach can be

extended to accept comparisons where geometries

of fluid conditions are reasonably close, or

fluid conditions can be found to bound parameter

ranges. The methods of direct and indirect data

comparisons are used here. A third approach

involves the use of analytical models to make

comparisons with data were multiple changes in

geometries and fluid conditions can occur. This

method has been used only in a very limited

extent, primarily through comparisons with the

Moody theory for asymptotic behaviour.

The overall result is, that the principal effects

of scale are accounted for through the use of

dimensionless parameters. Possibly a slight

tendency could be observed for large nozzles to

have higher pressures close to the nozzle and

lower pressures far away from the nozzle, compared

to small size nozzles, expressed in normalized

quantities. For subcoolings larger than 40°C

this tendency seems reversed, but this is based

only on a very small number of tests.

13.1 Data sources

The small scale and large scale tests were

reviewed to find data sets from similar geome-
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tries and with the same flow regimes where

direct data comparisons could be made. Free jet

tests with common flow regimes are as follows:

Steam Regime-Marviken, FOG, Toshiba
and JF1.

Saturated Regime-Marviken, FOG, Toshiba
and JF1.

Subcooled Regime-Marviken, Ontario Hydro,
Toshiba and JF1.

Impingement plate tests with common flow regimes

include the following:

Steam Regime-Marviken, FOG, Toshiba and
Mitsubishi.

Saturated Regime-Marviken, JAERI, FOG,
Toshiba and Mitsubishi.

Subcooled Regime-Marviken, Ontario Hydro
and Toshiba.

Pipe impingement tests with common flow regimes

include only subcooled regime (Marviken and

Ontario Hydro). The Marviken test JIT-9 was the

only reported cavity test.

Even though a large number of data have been

reported, difficulties were encountered, in

particular in the subcooled flow regime, in

finding cases where upstream flow conditions

were the same, so that only the influence of the

experiment scale could be determined. Therefore

comparisons among data sets using indirect

methods such as using analytical models may be

the only way to determine possible scale effects

for the subcooled flow regime.

13.2 Radial profiles for free jet pressures

Radial profiles for free jet pressures were

available only for the Marviken, FOG, Toshiba
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and JF1 tests. The FOG and JF1 static pressures

are, however, computed from the measured tempera-

tures, and this procedure does not seem justified

as previously mentioned.

As discussed below the only three available Toshiba

steam free jet static pressure profiles correspond

quite well with the Narviken results.

The Toshiba test report contains one diagram

comparing the Toshiba and Marviken free jet

profiles for a downstream distance of roughly

0.85 D and for three different stagnation pressure

levels (1.95, 3.0 and 3.85 MPa). The Toshiba and

Narviken results agree quite well. In Figure 13.1

the curves for 1.95 MPa have been replotted in

dimensionless form together with a JF1 result

with approximately the same values of L/D and

p . . The JF1 result considerably differs from

the other two results. Also for L/D equal to 2

and 4 the JF1 and Marviken results disagree

completely (Figure 13.2). A plausible explanation

is that the method used to obtain the JF1

values is not acceptable.

For liquid stagnation conditions (saturated and

subcooled) only Marviken, FOG and JF1 profiles

were available. The same type of difference as

for steam flow for Marviken vs the other two

test series was encountered (see e.g. Figures 7.6

and 7.10 in Chapter 7), though slightly smaller

difference for subcooled flow than for saturated

liquid and steam.
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The radial pressure profiles for small downstream

distances in the steam flow region were quite

different between the Marviken and JF1 test (see

Figure 7.5 in Chapter 7). For saturated and

subcooled liquid the profiles were, however,

less different (Figures 7.7 and 7.10).

Total pressure profiles for the JF1 and Marviken

tests with steam and saturated liquid for long

distances away from the nozzle were compared

with each other and with the Moody theory

(Figure 13.3). For the far-away profiles (L > 3 D

for steam and L > 4 D for liquid), the total

pressure compares fairly well to 0.5 pu2 according

to the Moody theory, and the jet half-value radius

it quite well predicted by the Moody theory. The

Marviken profiles do, however, contain quite few

measurement points.

In the figures are also given the computed

quantities C,,

^ = /P
tot

for the JF1 tests

C- = 0.5Jpu2 dr for the Moody theory

The correspondence between these values is good.

13.3 Axial profiles for free jet static

pressures

Normalized free jet static pressure profiles

measured in the Marviken, Ontario Hydro, FOG,

Toshiba and JF1 tests were analyzed. It was
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possible to find data with quite similar stag-

nation conditions, making the comparisons consis-

tent. As a rule the comparisons indicate that

any possible scale effect for the free jet

static pressure profile is small and often quite

negligible in the interval 30 mm < Di < 500 mm.

The comparisons also indicate that the saturation

pressures based on the FOG and JF1 temperature

measurements should not be used as a measure of

the free jet static pressure for these tests.

13.3.1 Results from the parameter study on the

Maryiken_data

Marviken data were unavailable to make direct

comparisons to determine the influence of nozzle

diameter in the steam flow regime. However,

profiles in which only moderate changes in

stagnation pressure and void fraction are shown

in Figure 13.4. The dimensionless parameters

accounted reasonably well for the multiple

changes in the variables, and no greater influ-

ence of nozzle diameter was observed.

13.3.2 Axial static pressure profiles for

steam_flow_ _____..

Curves for saturated steam stagnation conditions

are shown in Figure 13.5. The Marviken and

Toshiba curves are quite close to each other,

with the small scale Toshiba data slightly

higher from L* s 0.5 (in particular in the

interval 0.5 < L* < 2).

The JF1 data (saturation pressures for measured

temperatures) evidentlv do not compare with the

data from the Marviken and Toshiba tests for

0 < L* < 3.
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13.3.3 Axial static pressure profiles for

saturated_liguid

The curves for the Marviken and Toshiba tests

with saturated liquid stagnation conditions

Figure 13.6 also compare quite well. The differ-

ences in exit pressure depend mainly on the

differences in stagnation quality. As before, the

JF1 and FOG saturation pressures do not compare

with the measured pressures from the Marviken

and Toshiba tests.

13.3.4 Axial static pressure profiles for sub-

In Figure 13.7 are shown curves for subcooled

liquid in the Marviken, Ontario Hydro and Toshiba

tests. The stagnation pressures are close to

3 MPa (2.9 - 3.7 MPa) for all tests except one

(0.53 MPa) and the stagnation subcooling is

between 9 and 12°C for all tests. The curves

agree fairly well with each other, but a slight

tendency for a possible scale effect may be

observed: The smaller scale data seem to have

lower exit pressure and correspondingly lower

free jet static pressures than the large scale

tests up to roughly L* = 1 and a reversed situa-

tion after L* = 1. This tendency (which also is

affected differently by different stagnation

subcoolings) was also observed in the analysis

of the Ontario Hydro data. Some examples are

shown in Figures 13.8 through 13.11. The first

two (13.8 and 13.9) of these compare Ontario Hydro

results with Marviken results for subcoolings of

20 - 30°C, and show the same tendency as in

Figure 13.7. The last two (13.10 and 13.11)

compare Ontario Hydro results for the 100 mm

nozzle with results for the 25 mm nozzle for
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subcoolings of 40 - 50°C, and show the opposite

tendency.

13.3.5 Axial profiles for free jet total

Only three relevant one-parameter comparisons

are possible with the data obtained for axial

total pressure profiles. These are comparisons

for saturated steam, saturated liquid and sub-

cooled liquid (AT = -20°C) between the Marviken

tests (ON = 500 mm and 300 mm) and three compound

JF1 tests (DN = 5 mm).

In all three comparisons (Figures 13.12, 13.13

and 13.14) the JF1 normalized axial total pressure

profiles extend further and are somewhat higher

than the corresponding Marviken curves, in

particular for intermediate values of the norma-

lized downstream distance L*. The Marviken

measurements extend only to L* = 5 or less, so

no comparisons could be made for the largest JF1

distances. For L* < 1 there is only one measure-

ment (subcooled region) available in the JF1

data, but it appears that the difference between

the Marviken and the JF1 curves is small or

negligible for distances L* = 1.

13.4 Jet impingement on a plate

As in the free jet tests, difficulties were

encountered in finding jet impingement cases

where upsteam conditions were the same, and only

the nozzle size varied. Thus, it was necessary to

bracket some parameters in order to get an

understanding of the effect of scale.
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Another problem was that for many of the tests

and test conditions the targets were too small

to capture the entire jet. Fore these cases the

profiles, in particular at the edge of the

targets, could be greatly affected.

Figure 13.15 shows target pressure profiles for

steam flow and target distances of roughly 2 D.

Host of the profiles are quite similar. A couple

of Marviken profiles fall slightly above and a

couple of Japanese profiles slightly below the

general trend, but this is probably mainly due

to target size effects and measurements errors,

as the computed thrust coefficients (CTi in the

legend) indicate.

13.4.2 Target pressure profiles for saturated

liquid

Figures 13.16 and 13.17 show radial target

pressure profiles for L^ = 2 D and 1^ = 3 D - 6 D

respectively. For L_ = 2 D the spread is somewhat

large, but most curves (in particular the Marviken

and Toshiba results) follow a fairly common

path.

Figure 13.17 shows results for many different

target distances and could therefore be used

only qualitatively to study scale effects. The

trend is, however, fairly uniform, except that

the Marviken results have a quite different

profile, probably mainly due to the small target

size.
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13.4.3 Target pressure profiles for sub-

Figure 13.18 and 13.19 show target pressure

profiles for subcooled flow. In Figure 13.18 a

Toshiba profile is compared with a couple of

Marviken profiles with approximately the same

subcooimg. The stagnation pressure is, however,

much lower for the Toshiba case. The Toshiba

profile is somewhat more flat than the Marviken

profiles, but it is not possible from the limited

amount of subcooled profiles to deduce the

reason for this, whether scale effects, target

size or stagnation pressure effects.

Figure 13.19 shows radial target pressure profiles

for one Ontario Hydro test and three Marviken

tests. As for the previous figure, only approxi-

matively qualitative agreement is possible to

conclude, while a more precise evaluation is not

possible without using a model.

13.5 Thrust forces for flat targets

Thrust forces for flat targets (as well as dis-

charge pipe reaction forces) were discussed in

Chapter 11 and found to agree fairly well with

simplified theoretical predictions, except for

discrepancies either due to short nozzle-target

distances or due to small targets. In the follo-

wing the Marviken and Ontario Hydro results for

the subcooled flow regime will be discussed in

order to account for the effect of small targets.

13^5^1 .Thrust_forces_for_subcooled_flow_regime

Only two data sets exist for jet impingement on

a flat plate with subcooled nozzle entrance

conditions. These are the Marviken data and the
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Ontario Hydro data. Ideally, one would like to

compare cases from the two data sets where pt

L* subcooling, and dimensionless plate diameter

are constant. However, no cases existed that

satisfied all these conditions.

Figure 13.20 shows a comparison of thrust

coefficients as a function of subcooling for

different L/D values for selected Marviken and

Ontario Hydro tests, and a modified curve for

Ontario Hydro discussed below. Somewhat different

trends are apparent for the two data sources,

and there ex.ist several factors which could

contribute to the differences.

First, the Ontario Hydro test had a comparatively

high initial stagnation pressure at the nozzle

inlet, and was constant or slightly increasing

during the test. Marviken pressures were lower

and decreased during the test. Finally, the

relative diameter of the target plate was signifi-

cantly larger in the Ontario Hydro tests (37

nozzle) diameters) than in the Marviken tests

(4 nozzle diameters). Thus, only qualitative

conclusions can be drawn.

For comparatively small targets, the relative

distance to the target is of first order import-

ance (compare Marviken tests 7, 8 and 10 with

each other). For very large targets, the influ-

ence of relative distance to the target is

relatively insignificant since a large target

intercepts all the jet even at ger distance

from the nozzle exit (for exampe^. compare Ontario

Hydro tests with L/D values of 3 and 9 in

Figure 11.12). Likewise, the degree of subcooling

appears more important for the small target
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(Marviken) than for the large target (Ontario

Hydro); this may result from the tendency for

highly subcooled jets to have a more narrow jet

cone and to penetrate further toward the target

before breakup begins. A small target would

therefore intercept more of the fluid from a

highly subcoole jet.

Because the dimensionless target plate diameters

were significantly different, another approach

was taken to make the data sets more comparable.

Pressure profiles were constructed for the

central vicinity of the larger plate (that is,

the central 4 nozzle diamters of the Ontario

Hydro plate) for several subcoolings. The dif-

ferential pressure profiles across the central

part of the plate were integrated and thrust

coefficients were calculated based on the forces

experienced by the central part of the plate.

The resultant relationship between thrust coef-

ficient and subcooling is illustrated in

Figure 13.20 by the dashed line. Clearly, these

adjustments made a remarkable improvement in the

Ontario Hydro curve (target 3 nozzle diameters

downstream) as compared to the Marviken data

(target 2 and 4 diameters downstream). Thus, it

appears the data sets are consistent when adjust-

ments are made to account for target size.

Specific effects of scale (after non-dimension-

alizing based on nozzle diameter) are not apparent.

13.6 Jet impingement on a pipe

Two experimental systems have been configured to

perform tests with the blowdown from the nozzle

directed onto a circular pipe positioned perpendi-

cular to the centerline of the nozzle. One
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system was the Marviken facility (JIT-12) and

encompassed the subcooled, saturated, and steam

flow regimes. The other system was for the

Ontario Hydro experiments and covered the sub-

cooled flow regime only (Test 303-7-255-16).

A comi-ctrison of test parameters for the two

tests is shown in Table 13.1. The target pipe

was positioned 3 nozzle diamters downstream in

each experiment, but the relative target size

was somewhat different for the two cases. The

dimensionless diameters of the target pipes were

0.75 and 0.40 for Ontario Hydro and Marviken,

respectively. The dimensionless lengths of the

targets were 16 and 6 for Ontario Hydro and

Marviken, respectively. Thus, the target pipe at

Ontario Hydro was much larger than the target

pipe at Marviken and had a relative projected

cross-sectional area about 5 times that of the

Marviken configuration. A sketch comparing the

two cases (with all dimensions normalized to the

respective nozzle diameter) is shown in

Figure 13.21.

To compare the two cases in the subcooled regime,

relevant data were collected for both tests.

Because the target sizes were significantly

different, they would be expected to intercept a

different fraction of the jet and, therefore,

produced different thrust coefficients. As

illustrated in Figure 13.22 the calculated

thrust coefficients are indeed somewhat higher

for the Ontario Hydro case than for the (un-

adjusted) Marviken case. In both curves, there

exists a moderate trend toward higher coeffici-

ents with increased subcooling. This may reflect

the tendency of the more subcooled jets to
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Table 13.1

Comparison of test parameters for Marviken and Ontario Hydro pipe
impingement tests.

Test

Nozzle Distance Target Pipe
Oia to pipe Dia
(ion) (ran) L/DN (mm)

Ontario-Hydro 76.2 228.6
Test 16

Marviken
Test 12

509 1501

57.2

203

Target Pipe
Pipe Dia Length Length
Not >ia (mm) Noz Dia

0.75

0.40

1220

3000

16

penetrate farther into the space downstream of

the nozzle before breakup and flashing begin.

As a first attempt to make the thrust coeffici-

ents comparable, it could be reasoned that

because the ratio of projected cross-sectional

areas for the target is about 5, the ratio of

the thrust coefficients (assuming a flat pressure

profile on the targets and ignoring shape factors)

should also be about 5. However, for the case of

the Ontario Hydro target, the ends of the target

pipe are likely beyond the jet expanison area.

Using Moody's formulation for jet expansion

area, only 62.5 % of the Ontario Hydro length

would intercept the jet. Adjusting the ratio of

projected cross-sectional areas by this factor

results in a value of 3.13 for the ratio of

projected cross-sectional intercepted areas. A

curve where the Marviken thrust coefficients

have been scaled up by a factor of 3.13 is also

shown in Figure 4.4. The curves show a slight

under-adjustment of the Marviken curve at low

subcooling and a slight over-adjustment of the

Marviken curve at high subcooling. The adjust-
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ment could be improved by considering the in-

creased expansion rates at low subcooling and

the tendency of the jet to hold together longer

with high subcooling. Nevertheless, the curves

are in reasonably good agreement and illustrate

the absence of any strong effect of scale.
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14. CONCLUSIONS

The four main parameters determining the jet

behaviour are nozzle diameter, stagnation

pressure, stagnation quality or subcooling, and

pressure loss in the discharge pipe and nozzle.

The dimensionless quantities introduced in

Chapter 2 (p*, L*), together with seeam quality

or subcooling, proved effective in accounting

for most of the available test results. There

is, however a shortage of test data for very

short distances (L < 1 D - 2 D) and for long

distances (L > 10 D), for all stagnation condi-

tions. There are also quite few jet impingement

test data and free jet radial profile data

available for subcooled stagnation conditions.

Below follows a summary of the conclusions drawn

for scale effects (Sec 14.1), model comparisons

(14.2), free jet behaviour (14.3), and jet impinge-

ment (14.4). In the last section (14.5), some

comments are given on licensing rules.

14.1 Scale effects

Scale effects, other than linear dependence on

nozzle diameter, are as a rule small and negligible,

in particular for steam and saturated liquid

stagnation conditions. For subcooled stagnation

conditions there could possibly be some signifi-

cant scale effects, although quantification of

these effects is hardly achievable, except by

use of numerical models, due to the low number

of relevant test results, compared to the large

number of other parameter variations in the

material.

For total pressures there are only results from

the largest (Marviken) and smallest scale (JF1)

tests available. The results indicate a definite
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scale effect, but this could equally well be a

result of e.g. a systematic error in the inter-

pretation of the distance measurements for the

JF1 tests.

14.2 Model comparisons

Comparisons with the siaple asymptotic theory

discussed by Moody normally showed quite good

correspondance, although great differences could

be observed for some parameters. Care has to be

used when the Moody theory is applied.

Also the even simpler Japanese correlations for

pressure dissipation were fairly accurate, but

also here care has to be used, not to apply

these beyond their region of applicability.

Three more elaborate computer code models were

studied briefly: The SANDIA two-dimensional

finite-difference model, the axi-symmetric

"method of characteristics" JET2 model (developed by

EPRI/Sol Levy) and the one-dimensional Epstein-

Henry model. Of these, the SANDIA code is probably

the overall most useful one at present, but also the

most expensive one to run. The JET2 code also appears

to give quite reliable results, but the code still

has some problems to compute in particular

subcooled cases beyond the first shock. Some

development work is made on the code.

14.3 Conclusions for free jets

Many of the conclusions to be drawn for free

jets depend highly on the weight attached to the

temperature-based static pressures computed for

the two Italian test series. Since most other

evidence contradicts these results, they will be

ignored in the following discussion.
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14.3.1 F££2_2§t_c^oss-se£tional_extensions

The results presented in Chapter 6, although based

only on two small scale tests, form a reasonably

assured basis for estimates of the free jet cross-

sectional expansion for steam and saturated liquid

up to downstream distances around 30 nozzle dia-

meters. For subcooled stagnation conditions .he

data available is more scarce. Used with c»re,

the data in Chapter 6 could, however, give a

fairly reliable indication of the cross-sectional

jet expansion also for slightly subcooled flow.

For distances above 30 D there is only one inte-

gral result available (thrust force measurements

for a target distance of 103 D in a FOG steam test)

It indicates, however, that the formula for the

steam jet expansion might be valid even for this

far distance.

14^3^2 Static_gressure_grofiles

The free jet static pressure dissipates quite

fast. For steam and saturated liquid, and for sub-

coolings roughly smaller than 10°C, the axial

static pressure has essentially reached ambient

pressure between 1 and 2 diameters downstream of

the nozzle. For higher subcoolings it may take

3D, 4 D or more to reach ambient pressure. For

certain combinations of stagnation conditions

and downstream distances, off-axis peak values of

the static pressure larger than the axis value

may occur. These have not been systematically

studied, partly due to time constraints, partly

due to the limitations of the material available.

The profiles discussed in Chapter 8 form a

fairly comprehensive basis for axial static

pressure behaviour in all flow regimes, up to

subcoolings around 40°C.
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For radial static pressure profiles less data is

available, but the Marviken test results (P4)

provide some data for intermediate downstream

distances.

14i3i3 Total_gressure_grofiles

Also for total pressure profiles -»he available

test material is limited, and consists essen-

tially of data from the largest scale (Marviken)

and smallest scale (JF1) tests. The JF1 data are

as a rule slightly higher than the Marviken data.

This could possibly indicate a scale effect, but

could as well indicate a position error of roughly

1 D (5 mm) for the JF1 data.

The available material gives, howev;r, a fairly

acceptable picture of the radial and axial total

pressure profiles for different stagnation

conditions. The JF1 data also provide a possibi-

lity for comparison with the simple theory for

asymptotic jet behaviour presented by Moody. The

predicted total pressure profiles surprisingly

well correspond to the measured JF1 profiles for

the most far-away distances.

As for static pressures, off-axis peak values

larger than the axis values occur for certain

conbinations of stagnation conditions and down-

stream distances. Although not systematically

studied, most of the profiles presented in the

present report contain indications of whether

such peaks occur or not.

Other free jet characteristics, not specifically

addressed in the present study, are jet tempera-
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tures, densities and velocities. The fairly good

correspondance between far-away JF1 total

pressure data and the predicted asymptotic

values of 0.5 pu2 supports the Moody prediction

of these quantities.

14.4 Conclusions for jet impingement tests

Pressure profiles, forces on targets, and reaction

forces on the discharge nozzle have been analyzed

for the jet impingement tests. The available

test data are quite comprehensive, at least for

saturated flow regimes (steam and saturated

liquid). As a rule the existing theoretical pre-

dictions (mainly by Moody) are found adequate,

although care has to be used in the interpreta-

tion, in particular in relation to very small

target distances and very large target distances,

as well as to small target sizes.

14^4^1 5ä§i§i_£arget_gressure_exgansion

Some Japanese attempts to describe the radial

(or cross-sectional) extent of the target pressure

profiles were discussed, but no definite conclu-

sions were reached as to the general validity

of these formulas.

The available target pressure profiles have as a

rule been measured for target distances between

one and ten nozzle diameters downstream of the

nozzle. For these distances formulas of type

p* = A(L*) were found to give quite good

estimates of center-line target pressures

(Chapter 10). As before, the available data for

subcooled stagnation conditions are few in

relation to the large number of relevant para-

meter combinations, and the formulas for this

flow regime are therefore much less reliable than

for cteam and saturated liquid.
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For smaller target distances than 1 D - 2 D the

JET2 code could possibly be used to predict

pressures and forces, although the available

test data to check against is very scarce.

For larger target distances than 10 D - 20 D the

asymptotic Moody theory is probably adequc.ce,

although no reliable data were available to compare

with.

The radial target pressure profiles are presented

in Chapter 9. The correspondance between results

from different test series is fairly good and

indicate no particular scale effect, although a

small number of anomalous profiles were encoun-

tered .

When the targets are small (say less than twice

the free jet extension) edge effects may arise

that distort the profiles compared to the large

targets.

I4i4i3 Thrust_forces_on_flat_targets

Moody theory predicts (Chapter 3) thrust coeffi-

cients of C- = 2.0 or lower for subcooled stag-

nation conditions and C_ =: 1.22 for saturated

liquid and steam. These predictions were reason-

ably well verified for large flat targets roughly

between 2 D and 20 D downstream of the nozzle.

For targets closer to the nozzle larger thrust

coefficients were obtained in some cases. For

larger distances (only one steam flow case,

LT = 103 0) a somewhat lower value was obtained

than predicted, but whether this was due to the

large distance or due to large jet cross-sectional

area compared to the target area was not possible

to ascertain.
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The thrust forces for targets closer than 2 D

could possibly be compared to JET2 code results,

but this has not been done in the present study.

As predicted, the reaction forces on the nozzle

were (for intermediate target distances) approxi-

mately equal to the forces on the targets (for

sufficiently large targets).

14.4.5 Dependence of thrust forces on nozzle

length

Some formulas based on Moody theory for the

dependence of the thrust foces on fl/D for steam

and saturated liquid were checked against the

available test results. The correspondance was

reasonably good, although the test results

covered only a minor part (0 < fl/D < 1) of the

interval for the theoretical prediction

(0 < fl/D < 100).

Pipe impingement test results were available

only from the Marviken and the Ontario Hydro

tests. After corrections for the different

target sizes, the results were found to be

reasonably consistent with each other.

A cavity test was performed in the Marviken test

series. The results were analyzed and a basic

understanding of the process obtained.

14.5 Comparison with the NRC Standard

Review Plan

Extracts from the NRC Standard Review Plan are

given as Appendix B of the present report.
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Comparisons with the Standard Review Plan has not

been included in the present study. Some comments

could, however, easily be given:

The thrust coefficients of 1.26 and 2.0
(SRP p. 3.6.2-7) were essentially veri-
fied, although some exceptions were found.

The proposed 10° expansion half-angle
(SRP p. 3.6.2-8) is exceeded by the
visually observed jet expansions
(Figure 14.1, note the x-scale) for
steam jets with large stagnation
pressures.

It is recommended that a study is made on the

implications of the results of the JITEV pro-

ject on licensing practice. Best estimate predic-

tions based on test results might in this way

be used to replace theoretically derived conserv-

ative rules.
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boiling water reactor loss-of-coolant
accident conditions.
Nuclear Science and Engineering, 88,
386-395, November 1984.

J10. YANO, T et al
Analytical and experimental evaluations
of the blowdown thrust forces, JAERI
report, 7th international conference on
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1982-08-25.
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JITEV-2, November 1982.

P3. Notes from JITEV steering committee
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Stockholm, 1982-11-17, 1300.
JITEV-3, 1982-11-30.

P4. Catalog of Dimensionless Profiles for
the Marviken Free Jet Tests.
JITEV-4, February 1983.
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1982-11-01—1983-01-31.
JITEV-5, February 1983.

P6. Minutes from JITEV steering committee,
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JITEV-6, 1983-02-24.
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JITEV-9, June 1983.
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JITEV-12, June 1983.
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JITEV-13, October 1983.

P14. Catalog of data from FOG jet impinge-
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P19. Evaluation of FOG jet impingement data
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P20. Simple formulas for exit pressures in some
free jet tests.
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JITEV-21, February 1984.
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P25. Scale effects for water and steam jet
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